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Introduction 
Pesticide Use on Major Crops 
In The North Central Region 
by 1/ 
Acie C. Waldron and Earl L. Par~ 
The use of pesticides in agricultural production in the states of the 
North Central Region has been a major factor in enabling farmers to become 
more efficient in producing an increasing quantity of quality food, feed, 
and fiber crops from a gradually declining acreage.l/ Predictions for the 
future indicate that chemical pesticide use will remain an important part 
of agricultural technology as farmers are expected to maintain and even 
improve that production to continue providing food for the population of the 
United States in the manner to which they have become accustomed and at the 
same time assume an even greater increase in helping to feed the nations of 
the world. Quantities of pesticide chemicals used by farmers in the North 
Central Region have increased tremendously during the past two decades. 
Acreages treated with herbicides increased by 315 percent from 1964 to 1978 
and insecticide-treated acreages increased 266 percent during that period. 
!/coordinator-North Central Region Pesticide Impact Assessment Program, 
The Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio; and Statistician in Charge-Indiana Crop and Livestock 
Reporting Service, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana, respectively. 
11 As indicated in the book "The Farm & The City - Rivals or Allies'' 
1980, edited by Archibald M. Woodruff., in 1975 the annual loss of prime farm 
land in the United States was approximately 5 million acres per year due to 
urbanization, "leapfrog development" associated with urbanization, and 
covering with water. In the North Central Region the Corn Belt lost approxi-
mately 1,375,000 acres between 1967 and 1975, the Northern Plains States 
approximately 510,000 acres, and the Lake States approximately 450,000 acres 
for a total of approximately 2,335,000 acres or 291,875 acres per year over 
an eight-year period. 
2 
The quantities of herbicides applied to corn, soybeans, and wheat increased 
480 percent from 1966 to 1976 and quantities of insecticides by 170 percent 
3/ 
on those crops during that period.- Wise use of these chemical agents has 
enabled the farmer to increase his production, improve the quality of his 
produce, and promote economic benefits to the consuming public as well as 
to himself. However, the application of vast quantities of pesticide chemicals 
has also been associated with some environmental hazards which has resulted in 
the current intensive review of their registration and use. 
In the registration process utilized by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), who is mandated by Congress to regulate the registration and 
consequent use of agricultural chemicals in accordance with safe practices, 
those pesticides that could possibly cause "unreasonable adverse effects" to 
man and/or his environment are subjected to an intensive review of their 
benefits versus the risks. This process is known as RPAR or Rebuttable 
Presumption Against Registration of the pesticide. These reviews are generally 
triggered by a risk assessment from which a judgement is made that acute 
toxicity; chronic toxicity; reduction in populations of wildlife, endangered 
species, and non-target species; and lack of emergency treatment or antidote 
exceeds a level that EPA has defined as being acceptable by society. Under 
this program the United States Department of Agriculture, charged with the 
responsibility to provide benefits/use data, organized the National Agricultural 
Pesticide Impact Assessment Program (NAPIAP) with Pesticide Assessment Teams 
and special research efforts designed to provide the data required for a proper 
benefit/risk evaluation. The organization of NAPIAP on a regional basis and 
1/"The Pesticide Review 1966", Table 12, USDA-ASCS and Table 1 of this 
publication; and "The Farm Pesticide Industry" Agr Econ Rept No 461, USDA-
SEA-ESCS, 1980 Tables 5 and 6. 
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subsequently at the state level provides a coordinated effort making it 
possible to obtain the research data needed to fill voids and/or confirm 
the needs and benefits of the pesticide in question in the relatively 
short period of time permitted. 
The Technical Committee of the North Central Region Pesticide Impact 
Assessment Program (NCRPIAP) recognized early in the program that a vital 
information void existed in knowledge of the quantity and the identity of 
the pesticides that were actually being used by the farmers in their agri-
cultural production. If the need for a particular pesticide and the benefits 
of its use are to be properly evaluated in the RPAR process, then factual 
data is needed. Confirmation by the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) of 
NAPIAP but the infeasibility in 1978 of implementing a National Pesticide 
Use Survey Program resulted in a decision by NCRPIAP to conduct such a survey 
in the 12 North Central States. Such a survey had to be coordinated in order 
to provide individual state level data and yet be statistically sqund in 
relating the usage to the entire North Central Region. Consequently, a 
survey questionnaire and reporting procedure was developed from which each 
state could develop compatible sampling and analytical procedures which would 
result in an aggregation of local, state, and regional usage information. 
Each state conducted the survey independently following the guidelines 
specified while also employing the protocols related to the particular 
agency(s) involved. In most cases the services of the State Crop and Livestock 
Reporting Service were contracted. States had the option to include in their 
survey any related items of local interest in addition to the required 
coordinated CORE information. 
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The survey was designed to cover those crops classified as '~jor 
field crops" of major economic importance in the states where grown or 
those crops for which the states involved account for a major portion of 
agricultural production. Some crops were common to all states; other crops 
had major economic importance in only a few states. It was decided that 
the only way to get the needed information ~ to ask individual farmers 
to report the identity and quantity of pesticide chemicals used -either by 
pounds of active ingredient or amount of specified formulation, the number 
of applications, and number of acres planted and treated for each crop specified. 
Procedures 
Survey planning started in April 1978 with approval of the project in 
four states. The study was expanded to all 12 states in June 1978. All states 
were asked to use a correlated survey questionnaire or a similar state vehicle 
that, after review and approval by the Agricultural Statistician spearheading 
the effort for NCRPIAP (EarlL. Park). would accomplish the same objectives. 
(See Apendix I). The intent was to conduct the surveY. late in 1978 after 
. 
the harvest was completed or early in 1979. The NCRPIAP Committee asked that 
the Experiment Station in each state utilize the services of the State Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service to coordinate or conduct the survey in whole 
or D1-part so as to ensure reliable survey results. In the majority of states 
this was done but in some it was not possible. The actual timing of the survey 
varied among the states depending somewhat upon their internal workload and 
the scheduling at a time to avoid conflicts with other crop or farm surveys 
normally conducted or a busy work period of the year for the farmer. However, 
all data collected was to be related to the 1978 crop year. 
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The sample of farmers selected randomly in each state was established 
at a sufficiently large number, considering the normal expected level of 
response, to provide statistically sound data (See individual state publi-
cations). The survey was conducted initially in all states except South 
Dakota by mailing the questionnaires to the farmers selected in the sample. 
In South Dakota the survey was conducted exclusively by telephone contact. 
A second mailing was made to those farmers who did not respond to the first 
inquiry. Where it was deemed necessary, after the response from the second 
mailing was received, several of the states selected a subsample of non-
respondents who then were contacted by telephone. Survey questionnaires 
were edited by personnel in the State Crop and Livestock Reporting Services 
and/or by University personnel. The tabulated state data was then submitted 
to Earl Park at Purdue University for computation of regional totals. Each 
state also published their individual state survey results. 
Results and Discussion 
Acreage Treated with Pesticides 
Survey response was obtained from over 39,000 farms representing 
approximately 4 percent of thetotal farms in the 12-State Region. The 
percent of farmer response to the questionnaire with usable data was fairly 
consistent for each state, providing a reliable regional data base. 
Acreage planted to major field crops in the North Central Region in 
1978 totaled 194,307,700 acres with an additional 106,893,400 acres reported 
in pasture and managed rangeland. Approximately 66 percent (127,791,000 acres) 
of the cropland was treated with herbicides, 20.1 percent (38,990,100 acres) 
with insecticides and 4.3 percent (8,388,600 acres with fungicides and other 
chemicals (Table 1). Fungicide use was largely attributed to acreage planted 
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with treated seed rather than treatment of soil or standing crop. Other 
chemicals included rodenticide&, avicides, desiccants, etc. and those not 
otherwise identified. The acreage of pasture and rangeland treated with 
pesticide chemicals was considerably less, amounting to approxim$tely 5.0 
percent on 5,357,600 acres for weed control and relatively insignificant 
percentages for insect and disease control (Table 2). The data reported for 
insect and disease control on pastures and rangeland was not complete for 
all states. 
Approximately 93 percent of the corn acreage in the 12-State Region, 
58.6 million acres, and 95 p~rcent of the spybean acreage, 36.9 million acres, 
were treated with herbicides (Table 3). In comparison to surveys that were 
conducted in a few states in 1970, this data indicates a significant increase 
in the percent of acreage being treated. For example, in Indiana the 1978 
herbicide usage on 97.8 percent of the corn acreage and 95.6 percent of the 
soybean acreage compares to the 1970 usage on 84.8 and 70.9 percent respectively. 
For all major crops in Indiana, the herbicide usage increased from 64.4 percent 
of the tobU acreage in 1970 to 81.6 percent in 1978. Similarily, in Michigan 
the increase in herbicide usage on corn was from 91.0 to 96.6 percent of the 
acreage and from 63.5 to 95.7 percent of the soybean acreage over the eight-
year span. For all major crops the increase was from 47 percent in 1970 to 
67 percent in 1978. This increase in herbicide use, although only reported 
for the two states, is probably indicative of the trend throughout the Region. 
Of the other major crops common to all 12 states, herbicides were applied 
to 44 percent of the wheat acreage, 41.7 percent of the other small grains 
(barley, oats, and rye) acreage, 1.4 percent of the alfalfa hay acreage, and 
1.0 percent of the other hay acreage (Table 3). The application of insecticides 
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and fungicides to major crops was relatively limited except for 7.7 percent of 
the alfalfa hay acreage being treated, probably for control of weevil and/or potato 
leafhopper, and 16.3 percent of the Wheat acreage being treated with fungicides, 
with most of that involving acreage planted with fungicide-treated seed (Table 3). 
Table 3 also provides a summary of treated acreage for other crops that were 
considered major only in a few of the states and for cotton reported only from 
Missouri, and potatoes only from North Dakota. Approximately 95 percent of the 
sugarbeet and dry bean acreage in the states indicated, 83.7 percent of the sun-
flower acreage, 74.4 percent of the sorghum acreage, 51.0 percent of the flax 
acreage, and 43.7 percent of the tobacco acreage were treated with herbicides. 
Weed control with herbicides in Missouri cotton was utilized on 99 percent of the 
acreage. While insecticides and fungicides on major crops common to all states 
were used on only a small percentage of the planted acreage, their use on special 
major crops of a few states covered a high percentage of the planted acreage. In 
North Dakota, insecticides were applied to 90.8 percent of the potato acreage and 
fungicides to 54.5 percent. In Missouri, insecticides were used on 54.8 percent 
of the cotton acreage and fungicides on 38.6 percent. From the states that reported 
tobacco production, insecticides and fungicides were applied to 39.2 and 49.0 
percent of the acreage, respectively, whereas sugarbeets were treated for insect 
control on 29.5 percent and for disease control on 15.6 percent of the acreage. 
Approximately 31 percent of the sorghum acreage received insecticide treatment. 
The use of insecticides or fungicides on other special major crop acreage was quite 
limited. Comparison of insecticide use in Indiana and Michigan between 1970 and 
1978, which may be indicative of the Region, also indicated an increase from 37 
percent to 47 percent of the corn acreage in Indiana and from 12.5 to 47.2 percent 
in Michigan being treated. On all major crops in Michigan, insecticide use 
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increased from 12.6 to 24.4 percent of the acreage over the eight-year span. 
Most of that increase was attributed to corn and actually a decrease was 
evident in wheat and small grains, all hay and dry beans. The use of 
fungicides on major crops, except for the data noted above on some crops, 
is still quite limited in the North Cetral Region. 
Some differences are noted in the total acreages reported in Table 3 
with the totals in Tables 1 and 2. The data in Tables 1 and 2 are a summation 
of the acreage data as reported by states for all land in major crops whereas 
Table 3 is a summary of the data as tabulated by individual crop. 
Tables 4 through 10 provide the data on acreage treated with herbicides, 
insecticides, fungicides, and other control agents by crop and state. It 
can be noted that the percent of corn acreage treated for weed control seems 
to be fairly consistent between states with the exception of North Dakota, 
South Dakota, and possibly Kansas. There is some variation between the 
states in the percent of corn acreage treated with insecticides with the 
greatest difference from the regional average being North Dakota and South 
Dakota at 4.2 and 11.7 percent and Kansas at 81.3 percent. Herbicide-treated 
acreage for soybeans seems to be consistent between the states except for a 
significantly lower percentage usage in South Dakota (66.3) and Kansas (78.4). 
The largest acreage percentage use of herbicides in wheat occurred in North 
Dakota, Minnesota, and South Dakota at 88.2, 97.4, and 61.6 percent, respec-
tively, whereas for other small grains, Michigan is included with the three 
above at 69.7, 61.0, 43.7, and 49.8 percent, respectively. However, Kansas 
with the largest wheat acreage in the Region and also Nebraska, Ohio, Missouri, 
and Indiana with wheat acreages of near one million or more reported 10 percent 
or less of that acreage being treated for weed control. It thus appears that 
the weed problems in wheat in the three most northern states are considerably 
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different than in the other wheat producing states of the Region. Infestations 
of wild oats in those three states may be a major factor. A somewhat similar 
trend seems to be prevalent in the other small grain crops also. The need for 
insecticides and fungicides on the wheat and small grain crops in the North 
Central Region appears to be quite limited in relation to the percent of acrea~ 
planted. 
OVer 180~000 acres of alfalfa were treated with insecticides in each of 
five states (Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Missouri, and Wisconsin). Although the 
total treated acreage for each of those states is fairly consistent, the percent 
of the crop acreage treated is variable. As indicated in Table 8, of the total 
acreage, 232,800 acres (19.1 percent), 191,000 acres (32.3 percent), 188,000 
acres (17.4 percent), 187,000 acres (34.0 percent) and 180,000 acres (4.0 percent) 
were treated in those states, respectively. Other states where acreage treated 
exceeded 100,000 were Nebraska with 160,000 or 11.6 percent and Kansas with 
139,500 or 13.3 percent. By contrast, farmers in Minnesota and South Dakota, 
the next two largest alfalfa producers following Wisconsin, applied very little 
insect control chemicals which is probably a reflection of the insect pest 
problems in 1978. 
The percent of acreage of specialty type major crops treated for pest 
control is recorded in Table 10. Nebraska had the largest percentage of 
sorghum acreage (87.4 percent) treated with herbicides, but farmer~ in Kansas 
treated almost twice the number of acres (3,249,600) which only accounted for 
69.1 percent of the total. However, Kansas farmers treated a larger percentage 
of the sorghum acreage (39.6 percent) for insect problems than did those in 
Nebraska (24.9 percent). Use of herbicides in sugarbeets in the four states 
reporting was consistent at 93.4 to 100.0 percent, but the use of insecticides 
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in North Dakota and Minnesota with 41.1 and 35.5 percent of the acreage 
treated, respectively, was much higher than for Michigan and Ohio. Minnesota 
farmers experienced the major need for fungicides or other pest control use 
in sugarbeets with 20.0 percent of the acreage being treated. Ther percent of 
tobacco acreage treated with herbicides and insecticides was fairly comparable 
between the three reporting states, but the use of pesticides for disease or 
other pest control on 69.7 percent of the acreage in Ohio was considerably more 
than either of the other two states with about 48 percent of the total acreage 
being treated. The majority of use in Ohio involved the use of maleic hydrazide 
for sucker growth control and perhaps some weed control Michigan producers 
treated 550,000 acres of dry beans (96.5 percent) for weed control whereas in 
North Dakota the herbicide treatment on 91,300 acres constituted 87 percent of 
the total. The percent of flax acreage treated with herbicides in North and 
South Dakota was fairly consistent at 48.4 and 41.1 percent, respectively. 
However, Minnesota producers treated 78.6 percent of the flax acreage with 
herbicides. By contrast, in the sunflower acreage Minnesota and North Dakota 
compared favorably with 84.8 and 88.5 percent of the acreage treated with 
herbicides and 6.6 and 5.6 percent, respectively, treated with insecticides. 
In South Dakota, on the other hand, only 35.3 percent of the sunflower acreage 
was treated with herbicides but 15.5 percent of the acreage with insecticides. 
The variations in acreage treatments are probably a reflection on variation in 
pest problems between the states even though in some respects the growing 
conditions, etc. might be similar. 
Quantities of Pesticides Used on Crop Acreages 
In 1978 the 12 states of the North Central Region reported 278,675,800 
pounds of herbicide active ingredient applied to 216,078,000 acres of major 
cropland, pasture, and rangeland (Tables 41 and 42). The total acreage 
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reported includes multiple acreage treatment in contrast to the 133,148,700 
acres reported in Tables 1 and 2, which does not reflect multiple application 
over the same acreage. ~ comparison, farmers used 42,154,500 pounds active 
ingredient of insecticides on 44,132,800 acres including multiple acreage 
treatment (Tables 43 and 44). Fungicide data, although apparently incomplete, 
indicated approximately 520,200 pounds active ingredient applied to up to 
5,6701 100 acres (Table 45) with a large percentage of the acreage involving 
planting with treated seed (See notes d and f from Table 45). Other chemicals 
amounting to 75,100 pounds active ingredient were applied to 73,600 acres 
(Table 45). However, the majority of this (41,800 pounds applied to 48,700 
acres) was attributed to the use of paraquat as a desiccant for soybeans. 
Reference to specific pesticides in the following paragraphs and the 
associated tahles is by common n~ only. A glossary of the common names 
with cross reference to the familiar trade names of products used by farmers 
answering the questionnaires is found in Appendix II. 
Herbicide Use Related to Crops and Acrease 
The herbicide used in the greatest quantity in the North Central Region 
was alachlor (74,374,600 pounds of active ingredient used on 39,799,700 acres, 
Tables 41 and 42). Approximately 63.3 percent of the alachlor reported 
(47,133,500 pounds) was used on 24,655,000 acres of corn and 36.6 percent 
(27,187,200 pounds) was applied to 15,098,000 acres of soybeans (Tables 11, 
13, 26, and 28). The balance of the alachlor use was on sorghum, dry beans, 
and sunflower (Tables 22, 23, 25, 37, 38, and 40). Atrazine, however, was 
used on more acreage than any other herbicide with 41,393,000 acres treated 
with 57,145,700 pounds active ingredient (Tables 41 and 42). Approximately 
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93.5 percent of the atrazine used accounting for 53,456,800 pounds was used 
on 37,$9~400 acres of the corn (Tables 11 and 26). Smaller quantities 
accounting for the remaining 6.5 percent were applied to soybeans, wheat, 
other small grains, other hay, pasture, and sorghum (Tables 13, 15, 16, 
18, 19, 22, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, and 37). Butylate was used on 11,955,300 
acres of corn amounting to 37,483,300 pounds active ingredient (Tables 11, 
26, 41, and 42). Over 85 percent of the 19,596,800 pounds of trifluralin 
active ingredient (16,782,500 pounds) was used on 17,374,200 acres of soybeans 
(Tables 13, 28, 41, and 42) and the balance used on corn, wheat, other small 
grains, sugarbeets, dry beans, flax, and sunflower which for some crops may 
have been used in a single state only 
26, 30, 31, 36, 38, 39, and 40). 
(Tables 11, 15, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25, 
The next four herbicides, categorized in either quantities of active 
ingredient used or acreages to which applied of over 10 million, were 2,4-D 
(17,050,600pounds applied to 30,000,100 acres), cyzanazine (15,970,800 pounds 
applied to 9,728,900 acres), propachlor (10,709,500 pounds applied to 4,520,500 
acres) and metribuzin (7,443,100 pounds applied to 14,808,300 acres). The 
distribution of these herbicides as well as all others relative to crop, 
acreage, quantities, and the state where used, can be determined by reference 
to the appropriate tables of this report. State reports identified 69 dif-
ferent herbicides used in significant amounts and/or on significant acreages 
of major crops. As the tables indicate, some herbicides have usage in all 
states while others were representative of only certain states. This phenomenon 
was not necessarily associated exclusively with the reporting of usage on 
crops not common to all states. In some of the crop acres common to all 
states, different weed problems undoubtedly led to selection of particular 
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herbicides that may not have been commonly used in other states. However, 
the major corn herbicides such as alachlor, atrazine, butylate, cyanazine, 
2,4-~and dicamba were used in significant amounts in all states with EPTC, 
metolachlor, and propachlor being used in most states. Likewise for soybeans, 
all states reported significant use of alachlor, chloramben, metribuzin, and 
trifluralin with bentazon and linuron being used in all states except South 
Dakota and profluralin in all states except Michigan and South Dakota. The 
compilation of state data to prepare this regional publication did not include 
the identification of pest problems in each state and associated with each 
crop. Thus for that information and the consequent correlation of why certain 
pesticides were used on certain crops in each state, the reader is referred 
to the individual State Bulletins. 
On a crop by crop basis, the major herbicides by pounds active ingredient 
used on crop acreages were as follows: Corn - atrazine, alachlor, butylate, 
cyanazine,and 2,4-D as reported above (Tables 11 and 26). Soybeans-
alachlor,trifluralin, and metribuzin as reported above plus 5,862,500 pounds 
of chloramben on 5,662,500 acres and 4,043,600 pounds of linuron on 6,075,400 
acres (Tables 13 and 28). Wheat- 4,924,300 pounds of 2,4-D on 11,627,900 
acres (Tables 15 and 30). Other small grains- 1,731,900 pounds of 2,4-D 
on 4,032,500 acres and 809,400 pounds of MCPA on 2,241,700 acres (Tables 
16 and 31). Alfalfa- 63,100 pounds of simazine on 55,800 acres (Tables 
18 and 33). Pasture and Rangeland- 5,553,800 pounds of 2,4-D and 1,479,100 
pounds of 2,4,5-Ton 4,291,000 and 887,000 acres, respectively, mostly 
attributed to use in Kansas (Tables 19 and 34). Tobacco - 8,900 pounds 
of benefin on 8,900 acres on Ohio and Wisconsin (Tables 20 and 35). 
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Sugarbeets - 1,075,900 pounds of EPTC on 307,800 acres mostly in Minnesota 
and North Dakota (Tables 21 and 36). Sorghum- 5,924,100 pounds of propachlor 
and 3,532,700 pounds of atrazine on 2,306~300 and 3,863,800 acres, respectively, 
with the majority of usage in Kansas (Tables 22 and 37). Dry beans-
736,400 pounds of trifluralin and 360,600 pounds of EPTC on 403,100 and 497,900 
acres,respectively, with Michigan accounting for 90 percent of that use 
(Tables 23 and 38). Flax- 191,100 pounds of dalapon; 85,200 pounds of EPTC 
and 63,400 pounds of MCPA on 71,900; 38,300 and 296,400 acres, respectively 
(Tables 24 and 39). Sunflower- 1,580,900 pounds of trifluralin and 899,500 
pounds of EPTC on 1,883,500 and 367,800 acres, respectively, with the 
major use attributed to North Dakota (Tables 25 and 40). As indicated 
in the State Survey Bulletins, the major herbicides used in North Dakota 
for potato production were 39,700 pounds of EPTC and 7,000 pounds of 
diallate applied to 13,100 and 7,000 acres respectively, and for cotton 
production in Missouri, 124,000 pounds of trifluralin; 105,000 pounds of 
MSMA and 89,000 pounds of fluometuron on 177,000 acres; 131,000 acres; 
and 150,000 acres, respectively. 
Insecticide Use Related to Crops and Acreage 
Approximately 70 percent of the insecticides used for major crops in 
the North Central Region in 1978 with application to over 75 percent of the 
reported acreage can be attributed to four chemicals - carbofuran, fonofos, 
phorate, and terbufos - with over 97 percent of the poundage being used for 
corn. As indicated in Tables 43 and 44; 9,454,500 pounds active ingredient 
of carbofuran; 8,948,000 pounds of fonofos; 4,977,900 pounds of phorate 
and 8,416,400 pounds of terbufos were applied to 10,199,300; 8,321,300; 
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4,611,200; and 7,582,300 acres of cropland, respectively. Another 14.5 
percent of the poundage and 11.2 percent of the acreage reported for in-
secticide use can be attributed to five additional chemicals: carbaryl -
1,624,400 pounds on 1,312,200 acres, chlorpyrifos -1,138,500 pounds on 984,800 
acres, ethoprop - 980,900 pounds on 945,000 acres, parathion -784,500 pounds 
on 1,033,200 acres, and toxaphene - 1,563,700 pounds on 664,900 acres. 
Forty-five different insecticide chemicals were reported by name with sig-
nificant use in the North Central Region. Some states repor~d the combination 
products, Alfa-toxR (diazinon and methoxychlor) and M & ~ (malathion and 
methoxychlor) as related to the components whereas others reported the product 
use. 
The major insecticides by pounds active ingredient used on crop acreages 
were as follows: Corn - carbofuran, fonofos, phorate, and terbufos as indi-
cated above (Tables 12 and 27). Soybeans - 139,400 pounds of carbaryl and 
66,800 pounds of toxaphene on 152,200 and 43,400 acres, respectively (Tables 
14 and 29). Wheat - 351,400 pounds of toxaphene on 125,600 acres (Tables 
15 and 30). Other small grains - 36,200 pounds of toxaphene and 28,600 pounds 
of carbaryl on 66,700 and 32,200 acres, respectively (Tables 16 and 31). 
Alfalfa - 219,500 pounds of carbaryl; 217,700 pounds of malathion; 144,300 
pounds of carbofuran and 128,500 pounds of parathion on 186,700; 107,400; 
222,800; and 144,900 acres, respectively (Tables 17 and 32). Other Hay -
76,200 pounds of Alfa-toxR; 71,700 pounds of M & ~; 67,400 pounds of carbaryl 
and 42,900 pounds of malathion on 39,600; 90,800; 102,800; and 32,100 acres 
respectively (Tables 18 and 33). Pasture and rangeland - 130,100 pounds of 
malathion; 51,400 pounds of carbaryl and 38,600 pounds of toxaphene on 
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130,000; 25,600; and 15,300 acres, respectively (Tables 19 and 34). Tobacco-
7,700 pounds of carbaryl on 4,100 acres (Tables 20 and 35). Sugarbeets-
83,800 pounds of aldicarb; 61,400 pounds of terbufos; and 57,900 pounds of 
fonofos on 58,900; 53,600; and 46,500 acres, respectively (Tables 21 and 36). 
Sorghum - 480,400 pounds of disulfoton; 395,500 pounds of toxaphene; 328,500 
pounds of parathion; 311,600 pounds of carbaryl; 278,700 pounds of phorate; 
and 163,900 pounds of carbofuran on 496,600; 125,000; 434,100; 165,700; 
270,500; and 192,400 acres, respectively (Tables 22 and 37). Dry beans -
14,000 pounds of disulfoton on 16,000 acres in Michigan (Tables 23 and 38). 
Sunflower - 72,400 pounds of toxaphene on 64,600 acres (Tables 25 and 40). 
North Dakota reported that the major insecticides used on potatoes were 108,900 
pounds of azinphos-methyl on 72,800 acres; 58,300 pounds of phorate on 26,000 
acres; 50,800 pounds of disulfoton on 21,300 acres; 27,900 pounds of aldicarb 
on 9,400 acres; 24,900 pounds of endosulfan on 11,100 acres and 22,300 pounds 
of phosphamidon on 9,100 acres. Missouri did not report specific insecticide 
use on cotton, but indicated a total of 7800 pounds of insecticide active 
ingredient used on 152,000 acres. 
Fungicide Use Related to Crops and Acreage 
As indicated earlier, the use of fungicides and other chemicals on 
major crops in the North Central Region was quite limited with the majority 
of the acreage reported involving plantings with treated seed rather than 
application to the soil or standing corp. For example, almost all of the 
5,700,100 acres of wheat that was reported as fungicide ~reated was attri-
buted to treated seed but yet this accounted for only approximately 15 percent 
of the planted acreage. Also only approximately 2 percent of the soybean 
acreage, 2.5 percent of the small grain acreage, and less than 1 percent of 
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the corn acreage were treated with fungicides. The major uses of specific 
fungicides on certain major crops was reported as follows: Soybeans - 11,900 
pounds of benomyl and 9,000 pounds of thiram applied to 16,300 and 28,600 
acres mostly in Indiana and Ohio {Tables 14 and 29). Sugarbeeta -relatively 
small quantities of four fungicides (benomyl, mancozeb, thiabendazole, and 
triphenyltin hydroxide) in quantities from 800 to 1,700 pounds applied to 700 
to 2,700 acres except 8,100 acres for triphenyltin hydroxide (Tables 21 and 
36). Dry beans - 21,900 pounds of maneb and 8,400 pounds of mancozeb on 
12,900 and 3,000 acres, respectively in North Dakota (Tables 23 and 38). 
The major fungicide use on potatoes in North Dakota was 84,300 pounds of 
mancozeb on 38,300 acres; 11,700 pounds of triphenyltin hydroxide on 22,900 
acres; and 11,700 pounds of captafol on 5,000 acres. Missouri did not list 
specific fungicides used on cotton, but indicated 88,000 pounds used on 
81,000 acres. 
Other Chemical Use on Major Crops 
As shown in Table 45 and discussed previously, the major chemical use 
in this category was 41,800 pounds of paraquat used on 48,700 acres mostly as 
a desiccant to kill crop vines. In addition, 28,000 pounds of maleic 
hydrazide was used on 7,600 acres of tpbacco mostly in Ohio 
and 35). 
Safety Factors in Pesticide Use 
(Tables 20 
Additional data were collected with the use survey to determine attitudes 
and practices of farmers relative to some of the principles of safety in 
pesticide use. All states did not respond equally to this part of the 
questionnaire, but data was collected generally from 9 or 10 states depending 
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upon the item. Reference should be made to the individual State Survey 
Bulletins relative to that repsonse. Although the data cannot be correlated 
to label directionstha~ specify certain protective measures to be used when 
handling and applying each individual pesticide, indications were that 16 
percent of the farm operators used respirators, 12 percent used waterproof 
or other designated protective clothing, 46 percent used rubber gloves and 
boots, 24 percent used eye protection, and 23 percent had enclosed cabs on 
the tractor that provided protection during application (Table 46). 
Future surveys of this type should address the issue of relating the use 
of protective clothing and devices to the compliance with label directions 
for use of the particular toxicity class, formulation, and other determining 
fac~ors of the pesticides. It could thus be assumed that, for instance, 
the reported 16 percent of the operators who used respirators is repre-
sentative of a much smaller portion of the farmer sample. Consequently, the 
actual evaluation would indicate that a much larger percentage of operators 
are complying with the requirements of wearing a respirator as related to 
the particular pesticides. 
Of the 10 states that reported, 57 percent of the farm operators were 
certified pesticide applicators. Five percent indicated there were possible 
water contamination proble~~ on or from their farms associated with pesticide 
application. Only 3 percent of the farms used irrigation and-only 2 percent 
of the operators applied pesticides through an irrigation system (Table 47). 
Forty-five percent of the farmers reported using a regular flat fan no~zle 
for pesticide application, 26 percent used a flood jet or flooding fan 
nozzle, 10 percent used a hollow cone, 8 percent used a solid cone, and 7 
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percent used an even flat fan nozzle (Table 49). The selection of nozzles 
probably has direct relationship to the type·of operation and the application 
equipment used. 
In the states where such data was collected, 35 percent of the operators 
disposed of empty pesticide containers by burning them on the farm premises, 
33 percent buried containers on the fa~, 26 percent used the facilities of 
the landfill or dump, and 3 percent indicated containers were sometimes reused 
on the farm. Nineteen percent of the operators indicated other procedures of 
container disposal including puncturing to preclude re-use, recycling to 
the dealer/manufacturer, or scrap c~llection company, and all other means of 
disposal (Table 48). In the disposition of empty pesticide containers, the 
operator is sometimes influenced by the size and type (paper, cardboard, 
metal, plastic, etc.) of container and perhaps by the toxicity and nature of 
the contents. Interpretation of the data must consider that some operators 
undoubtedly used more than one method of pesticide disposal, hopefully in 
compliance with directions for the specific pesticides being used. 
Other Pesticide Use Information 
Reference to the pesticide use survey form (Appendix I) indicates that 
information was also collected on the types of pesticide formulations used 
for the different pest targets on different crops, the methods and rates of 
pesticide application, the percent of pesticides applied by the farmer versus 
the commercial applicator, and the principal target pests involved. Data was 
also organized by some states related to the reporting districts within the 
states. Because of some diversity in the manner in which that information 
was reported by the various states and the fact that all states may not have 
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all such data, a tabulated regional surmmarization was not attempted. The 
reader is referred to the individual State Pesticide Use Survey Bulletins for 
the details of that information. Some general comments from perusal of the 
State Bulletins mAy, however, be in order. 
The compilation and interpretation of the data tabulated in this publica-
tion could very possibly lead to an erroneous conclusion if one were to 
attemr~ the calculation of acre treatment (acres treated x times applied) or 
rates per acre treatments. It is also recognized that the summation of acres 
treated with a class of pesticides (herbicides, insecticide, etc.) may cause 
a double counting problem in some cases because more than one pesticide may 
have been applied to the same acreage. Reference to this fact has been given 
previously in this text in explaining the apparent difference in acreage 
totals between certain tables that, at first glance, appear to be reporting 
the same data. 
It is evident from the State Bulletins that the methods of application 
were dependent to a large extent on the cropping practices, the acreage 
involved in individual farmer operation, and the nature of the pesticide 
application. Data indicated that the majority of pesticide application was 
done by the farmer-operator although commercial applicators were involved in 
a significant percentage of the business. The majority of the pesticides 
were soil incorporated which is a reflection of the cultural practices of 
the major c~ops involved and the prevalent pest problems. However, there was 
a significant amount of aerial application reported by some of the states 
which was also generally associated with commercial application. 
Some State Survey Bulletins included information on the major and. 
specific pest problems for which farmers selected certain pesticides while 
others only referred in general to th~ major pests. Also where some states 
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identified specific weeds, others only reported the use of herbicides for 
broadleaf or grass weed control. Thus, only a brief and general summary in 
this publication is feasible. For some crops the weed and/or insect problem 
was common across the Region whereas in others the problem may have related 
only to a few of the states reporting. MOst states reported the major weed 
problems in corn as being broadleaf and grass weeds although in Kansas, 
Missouri, North Dakota, Ohio, and Wisconsin, for instance, foxtail was listed 
as a major specific weed problem along with thistles, shattercane, velvetleaf, 
fall panicum, and nutsedge for certain of those states. Across the North 
Central Region the major insect pest reported in corn was rootworm followed 
by cutworm and corn borer. Wireworm was reported as significant problem 
in North Dakota and Ohio. In addition to the general categ?rization of 
broadleaf and grass weeds as problems in soybeans, foxtail, pigweed, cockle-
bur, shattercane, velvetleaf, and lambsquarter were identified by some states. 
In states west of Indiana, the major insect pest reportedwas grasshoppers; 
Indiana reported problems with the Mexican bean beetle, whereas Ohio indicated 
Japanese beetles and green cloverworms as major insect pests. 
In the wheat and small grain corps, wild oats was indicated as a problem 
in the northwest section of the region. Thistles, ragweed, wild mustard, 
foxtail, pigweed, and several others were identified as problems in some 
states in addition to the general categorization of broadleaf and grasses. 
The major insect pests identified common to most of the region were grass-
hoppers and armyworms except in Ohio where cereal leaf beetle was of major 
concern, in North Dakota where cutworms and aphids were of concern along with 
grasshoppers, and in South Dakota where greenbug or aphid control was necessary 
in some locations but grasshoppers were the major concern. 
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Alfalfa weevil was the major insect pest reported for alfalfa by all 
states supplying this data in the region. Potato leafhopper was also reported 
as a significant pest in Ohio and Illinois and grasshoppers were of concern 
in the western part of the region. Tne spittlebug was reported for significant 
acreage treatment in Indiana and Ohio on other hay crops. In addition to the 
general term of breadleaf and grass weeds, particular mention was made of 
foxtai~ thistle, pigweed, velvetweed, kochia, and leafy spurge as problems in 
some states. Most of the pest control practices in pasture management involved 
thistle control along with problems of multiflora rose, sagebrush, and leafy 
spurge in those states where such growth is common, and grasshopper control. 
Insect problems reported for sorghum usually included rootworms, greenbugs, 
and grasshoppers with Kanses also reporting seed corn beetle, wireworms, and 
chinch bugs as typical problems. Weed control generally included those types 
indicated previously for the states involved. Hornworms and budworms were 
reported as common to Ohio and Indiana in tobacco production whereas cutworms 
were reported by Wisconsin and Ohio. Wisconsin also reported some problems 
with aphids and Ohio reported flea beetle and wireworms. Herbicide treatments 
in tobacco included crabgrass, pigweed, velvetleaf, quackgrass, and foxtail in 
addition to other broadleaf and grass weeds common to the locality. 
The major weed and insect problems in the remainder of the specialty 
major crops were reported only by North Dakota except for flax where South 
Dakota also provided information. In flax the major insect for control was 
the grasshopper. For sugarbeets, North Dakota indicated a maggot infestation; 
for dry beans, grasshoppers Were of concern; for potatoes, the potato beetle, 
leafhopper, and aphid caused concern; and for sunflower, weevilsJmoth~, and 
cutworms in addition to grasshoppers were treated with insecticides. The 
weed problems in these crops were related of course to th~ area of culti-
vation ~th wild oats, f~xtail, thistles, and other broadleafs generally 
treated with herbicides. 
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As indicated previously, we have not attempted to give a detailed 
analysis of the crop-pest-pesticide relationships in the North Central 
Region because of the impracticability of doing so at this time and the 
diversity of information that is perhaps state related and/or reflects the 
preferences of farmers associated with a certain locality. Another factor 
could be the availability of certain pestic-~e chemicais to certain lo-
calities which partially controls the farmer's choice of chemical agents. 
Some of these relationships can be determined by reference to the individual 
state reports and we again refer the reader to that source of information. 
TABLE 1. Acreage Planted to Major Crops Treated With Pesticides, 1978.~/ 
Pesticide Treated Acres 
Total Disease & 
State and Planted Weed Insect Control of Weed Insect 
Region Acres ":ontrol Control Other Pests Control Control (1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
Illinois 22925.0 19860.6 7589.2 901.9 86.6 33.1 • 
Indiana 12300.6 - 10034.3. 3085.5 IS7.sb 81.6 25.1 
Iowa 25200.0 20461.3 6870.4 51.5 81.2 27.3 
Kansas 20350.0 7115.3 4029.2 3905.8c 35.0 19.8 
Michigan 6523.0 . 4300.5 1569.5 117.5 66.9 24.4 
Minnesota 21465.0 15838.0 2548.0 172.0 73.8. 11.9 
Missouri 12978.0 8749.0 1810.0 324.0 67.4 14.0 
Nebraska 15308.0 9690.0 5736.0 774.0c 63.3 37.5 
North Dakota 20594.2 13933.0 724.6 1188. 7c 67.7 35.2 
Ohio 11520.4 7739.1 2176.0 175.3 '67 .2· 18.9 
South Dakota 15795.0 5928.7 592.0 494.3d 37.5 3.7 
Wisconsin 9348.1 4145.1'; 2259.2 96.1 44.3 24.2 
Reported Region Total 194307.7 127791.1 38990.1 8388.6 65.8 
-· 
20.1 
-
a/.Hajor crops excluding pasture and r~ngelan~. 
b/rotal includes 179.000 acres disease contr+·l and 9,000 acres other control. 
c~t acreage planted with treated seed.in ludes 774,000 acres in North Dakota. 
!!Includes treatment not spec1t1ed 1nvo1v1ng 1use of herbicides, insecticides~ fungicides, and other pesticides. 
Disease & 
Control of 
Other Pests 
3.9 
1.5 
2.0 
19.2 
1.8 
0.8 
2.5 
5.1 
.. 5. 7 
1.3 
3.1d 
1.0 
4.3 
-~ 
TABLE 2. Acreage and Percent of Pasture and Rangeland Treated With Pesticides, 1978. 
Acres 
State 1978 Weeds 
(1000 Acres) 
Illinois 1540.2 79.1 
. 
Indiana 2880.0 50.1 
Iowa 4260.0 494.2 
Kansas 21078.0 2581.9 
Michigan a 
Minnesota 5000.0 100 
Missouri 12900.0 413 
Nebraska 14038.0 . 978 
North Dakota 11767.6 235.4 
Ohio 2600.0 55 
South Dakota 26786.0 305.9 
Wisconsin 4043.0 65.0 
11 State Total 106892.8 15357.6 
a/Crop not included in survey report. 
~lbata not reported in state survey report. 
Planted Acreage Treated 
For Control of: 
Disease & 
Insects Other Pests Weeds 
(1000 Acres) 
19.9 1.3 5.1 
10.5 b 1.7 
8.5 b 11.6 
b b 12.5 
b b . 2.0 
39.0 28.0 3.2 
209.0 b 7.0 
o.o o.o 2.0 
5.0 'b 2.1 
46.3 76.8c 1.1 
2.0 f 1.6 
340.2e 106.1d 5.0 
Percent of Acreage Treated 
For Control of: 
Disease & • 
Insects Other Pests 
(Percent) 
. 
1.3 0.1 
0.4 b 
0.2 b 
b b 
b b 
0.3 0.2 
1.5 b 
o.o 0.0 
0.2 b 
0.2 0.3c 
0.1 f 
0.3e O.ld 
£hncludes treatments not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
dlbata not sufficient as representative of all states. 
~/Calculations based on data from eight states reporting. , 
f/Acreage too small to publish. N Vl 
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1/ TABLE 3 •. Summary of Acreage Planted and Treated With Pe~ticides by Crops. 1978.-
Planted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acreage 
Control of: . Treated for Control of: 
Acres Diseases Diseases 
Planted & Other & Other 
Crop in 1978 Weeds Insects Controls Weeds Insects Controls 
(1000 Acres) (Percent) 
Corn 63083.0 58575.9 2455.7 864.4 92.9 1.4 1.4 
Soybeans 38804.0 36859.3 631.5 825.3 95.0 1.6 2.6 
Wheat 33875.0 14913.7 991.2 5042.1 44.0 2.9 1~.3 
Other Small 'Grains 17013.0 7094.8 286.3 453.5 41.7 1.7 3.4 
Alfalfa Hay 18736.0 271.5 1450.3 24.4 1.4 7.7 0.1 
Other Hay 9600.0 98.3 73.8 29.2 1.0 0.9 0.3 
Pasture or 
Rangeland 106893.4 5357.6 340.2 106.1 5.0 0.4 0.1 
Dry Beans1/ 675.0 641.3 34.6 34.8 95.0 5.1 5.2 
Sorghu~/ 7963.0 5926.1 2480.0 12.8 74.4 31.1 1.0 
Sugarbeets.Y 536.4 507.3 158.4 69.3 94.6 29.5 15.6 
Sunflowers2_/ 2765.0 2313.3 177.6 98.4 83.7 6.4 3.6 
Tobacco£/ 28.6 12.5 11.2 14.0 43.7 39.2 49.0 
Flax!._/ 865 .o 441.0 ·11.2 28.3 51.0 1.3 3.9 
Cotton 8/ 210.0 208.0 115 .o 81.0 99.0 54.8 38.6 
Potato;s.2/ 125.3 25.7 113.8 68.3 20.5 90.8 54.5 
. 
Reported 
Regional Total: . 
Cropland Pasture 
and Rangeland 301172.7 133246.3 38330.8 7751.7 44.2 13.1 2.6 
Crop_land Only 194279.3 127888.7 38990.6 7645.6 65.8 20.1 3.9 
!/Calculated only on the basis of the number of states reporting as a major crop and/or 
- category of pest control. See Tables 2 and 4-10 for states reporting. 
1/Michigan, North Dakota. 
3/!owa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota. 
~/Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, Ohio. 
~/Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota. 
?_I Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin: 
I/,~nnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota. 
8/Missouri. 
,2/North Dakota. 
TABLI 4. Acreage and Percent of Corn Land Treated With Pesticides. 
----- ···- -~-~---- -
Planted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acreage 
For Control of: Treated for Control of: 
Acres Planted Disease & Disease & 
State 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other Pests 
(1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
. 
Illinois 10990 10770.2 7253.4 405.6 98,0 66.0 3.7 
Indiana 6100 5966.5 2874.6 34.9 97.8 47.1 . 0.6 
Iowa 13500 12933.0 6804.0 13.5 95.8 50.4 0.1 
Kansas 1820 1559.9 1479.8 a 85.7 81.3 a 
. 
Michigan 2670 2580.0 1260.0 4s . .ob 96.6 47.2 1.8 
Minnesota 7000 6536.0 2283.0 84.0 93.4 32.6 1.2 
Missouri 2400 2338.0 1178.0 29.0 97.4 49.1 1.2 
Nebraska 7153 6501.0 4961.0 a 90.9 69.3 a 
North Dakota 600 312.8 25.1 9.7 52.1 4.2 1.6 
Ohio 3850 3785.0 1898.0 44.0 98.3 49.3 1.1 
South Dakota 3250 1704.5 379.8 109.7C 52.4 11.7 3.4c 
Wisconsin 3750 3589.0 2059.0 86.0 95.7 54.9 2.3 
. 
Reported 
1.4d !eg!on -~o_!:~l__ ._ · 63083 _ _ _ _ 58575.9 32455.7 864.4 92.9 51.4 
~/No data reported. 
l/Reported 32000 Afor disease control and 16000 A for other pest control including defoliant, growth regulation, etc. use. 
~/Includes treatment not specified involving use of herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
d/calculated on basis of those states reporting acreage treated. 
- . 
N 
...:a 
TABLE 5. Acreage and Percent of Soybean Land Treated With Pesticides. 
Planted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acrea~e 
For Control of: Treated for Control of: 
Acres Planted Disease & Disease & 
State 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other Pests 
(1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
Illinois 9190 9006.2 88.2 422.7 98.0 1.0 4.6 
Indiana 4150 3966.5 109.8 107.7 95.6 2.7 . 2.6 
Iowa . 7600 7379.6 30.4 38.0 97.1 0.4 0.5. 
Kansas 1480 1161.0 30.8 a 78.4 2.1 . a 
Michigan 810 775.0 18.0 9.ob 95.7 2.2 1.1 
. 
i-:.:.:--.. r.e sryta 4100 3813.0 33.0 d . 93.0 0.8 d 
. 
Missouri 5600 5318.0 195.0 129.l:' 95.0 3.5 2.3 
Nebraska 1299 1127.0 83.0 a 86.8 6.4 a 
North Dakota 175 160.8 10.9 3.5 91.9 6.2 2.0 
Ohio 3780 3682.0 26.0 95 .0' 97.4 0.7 2.5 
South Dakota 400 265.2 1.4 16.4C 66.3 0.4 4.lc 
Wisconsin 220 205.0 5.0 4.0 93.2 2.3 1.8 
'Reported 
Region Total 3S~04 .. 36859.3 63l: . .s .. 825.3 95.0 1:6 . 2.6~ 
. 
~/No data reported. 
£/Reported 6500 A for disease control and 2500 A for other pest control including defoliants, growth regulators, etc. 
~/Includes treatment not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
~/Not surveyed. 
!/Calculated on the basis of those states reporting acreage treated. 
tv 
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TABLE 6. Acreage and Percent of Wheat Land Treated With Pesticides. 
Planted Acreage Treated 
For Control of: 
Acres Planted 
State 1978 Weeds Insects 
(1000 Acres) {1000 Acres) 
Illinois f 
-
Indiana 900 56.3 3.4 
!ow a 61 11.8 c 
Kansas 11300 1085.7 516.5 
Michigan 470 67.0 7.0 
Minnesota 2850 2492.0 38.0 
Missouri 960 40.0 3.0 
Nebraska 2751 275.0 23.0 
North Dakota 9760 8612.2 307.4 
Ohio 1200 59.0 19.0 
South Dakota 3575 2203.5 73.5 
Wisconsin 46 11.2 0.4 
11 State Total 33875. 14913.7 991.2g 
a;Uiaease control -no report on other pest control. 
b ft>eed treatsnen t with fungicides. 
Disease & 
Other Pests 
41.8 
c 
3905.8b 
27.sa 
24.0 
57.0 
774.0b 
774.lb 
24!0 
1ss.od 
f 
5042.1 
Percent of Planted Acreage 
Treated for Control of: 
Disease & 
Weeds Insects Other Pests 
(Percent) 
. 
6.3 0.4 4.6a 
19.3 c c 
9.6 4.6 34.6b 
14.3 1.5 5.9a 
87.4 1.3· 0.8 
4.2 0.3 5.9 
10.0 0.8 28.1b 
88.2 3.2 7.9b 
4.9 1.6 2.0 
61.6 2.1 5.3d 
23.3 o.s f 
44.0 2. 9 g 16.3g 
c/No data reported. 
~~ncludes treatment not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
e/Data reported combined with small grains, no wheat acreage figure given. 
f/Acreage too small to publish. ' 
itcalculations based on data only from states reporting. 
N 
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TABLE 7. Acreage and Percent of Other Small Grainsa Land Treated With Pesticides. 
Planted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acreage 
For Control of: Treated For Control of: 
Acres Planted Disease & Disease & 
State 1978 Weeds"' Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other ')ests 
(1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
Illinois 1525f 67.9 14.7 64.7 4.5 1.0 4.2 
. 
2.lb o.8b Indiana 269 25.4 8.9 9.4 3.3 
Iowa 1699 110.4 1.7 d 6.5 0.1 d 
Kansas c 
Michigan 540 ~ 269.0 48.0 1s.ob 49.8 8 .. 9 2.8b ~ Minnesota 3335 2036.0 48.0 11.0 61.0 1.4 0.3 r-
Missouri c 
Nebraska 771 65.0 24.0 d 8.4 3.1 d 
North Dakota 3850 2683.3 88.7 255.2 69.7 2.3 6.6 
Ohio 536 144.0 28 3.0 26.9 5.3 0.6 
South Dakota 3170 1386.7 13.8 102.se 43.7 0.4 3.2e 
'Wisconsin 1318 307.1 10.5 h 23.3 0.8 h 
10 State Total 1701~- 7094.8 286.3 453.5g 41.7 1.7 3.48 
a/Includes oats, barley, and rye. 
b/Data is for disease control only. 
c/Crop not included in survey report. 
d/No data reported, 
e/Includes treatments not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
f/Includes wheat acreage. 
i/Calcu1ated only on basis of seven states reporting. 
h/Acreage too small to publish. 
~ 
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TABLE 8. Acreage and Percent of Alfalfa Ray Land Treated With Pesticides. 
Harvested Acreage Treated Percent of Rarvested AcreagE! 
For Control of: 
" 
Treated for Control of: 
Aeres Rarvested Disease & Disease & 
State 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other Pests 
(1000 Acres) (1000 Acres). (Percent} 
Illinois 1220 16.3 232.8 4.9 1.3 19.1 0.4 
lnd1ana 420 16.4 83.0 a 3.9 19.8 a 
Iowa 1825 3.7 23.7 a 0.2 1.3 a 
Kansas 1050 59.1 139.5 a 5.6 13.3 a 
Michigan 1080 54.0 188.0 e 5.0 17.4 e 
Minnesota 2140 9.0 1.0 f 0.4 < 0.1 f 
Missouri 550 . 13.0 187.0 a 2.4 34.0 a 
Nebraska 1381 14.0 160.0 a 1.1 11.6 a 
North Dakota 1980 4.4 4.4 o.o 0.2 0.2 ·o.o 
Ohio 590 35.0 191.0 a 6.0 32.3 a 
South Dakota 2500 18.6 59.9 19.5b 0.7 2.4 . o.ab 
Wisconsin 4000 28.0 180.0 e 1.0 4.0 e 
12 State Total 18736 271.5 1450.3 24.4d 1.4 7.7 d 
--
a/No data reported on disease and other pest control. 
b/Includes treatments not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
c/Data is for all hay. 
d/Data not sufficient as representative of all states. 
~/Acreage too small to be published. 
f/Not surveyed. V-1 ...... 
TABLE 9. Acreage and Percent ·of Other Hay Land Treated With Pesticides. 
Harvested Acreage Treated Percent of Harvested Acre_a.ge 
For Control of: Treated for Control of: 
Acres. Harvested Disease & Disease & 
State 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other Pests 
(1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
IlU.nois d 
Indiana 455 4.5 2.8 a l.O 0.6 a 
Iowa 475 2.4 6.7 a 0.5 1.4 a 
Kansas b 
Michigan 290 4.5 14.5-. e 1.6 5.0 e 
Minnesota 920 7.0 h h 0.8 h h 
Missouri 2900 41.0 29.0 12.0 1.4 1.0 0.4 
Nebraska b 
North Dakota 1530 19.9 0.0 o.o 1.3 o.o o.o 
Ohio 930 5.0 10.0 a 0.5 1.1 a 
. 
South Dakota 2100 14.0 10.8 17.2C 0.7 0.5 o.ac 
. 
Wisconsin d 
' 
8 State Total 9600 98.3 73.8 29.2£ 1.0 0.9g f 
a/No data reported for disease and other pest control. 
b/Crop not included in survey report. 
c/Includes treatments not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
d/Data for all hay included with alfalfa bay. 
e/Too few acres to publish. 
f/Data not sufficient as representative of all states. 
i/Calculation based on seven states that reported. 
~/Not surveyed. 
~ 
TABLE 10. Acreage and Percent of State Specifica Major Crop Land Treated With Pesticides. 
Flanted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acreage 
For Control of: Treated for Control of: 
State and Ac.res Planted Disease & , Disease & 
Re~ion 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other Pests (1000 Aeres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
A - Sorghum 
Iowa 40 20.4 3.9 b 51.1 9.8 b 
Kansas 4700 3249.6 1862.2 b 69.1 39.6 b 
Missouri 930 791.0 103.0 1.0 85.1 11.1 0.1 
Nebraska 1953 1708.4 485.4 b 87.4 24.9 b 
South Dakota 340j 156.7 25.5 n.sc 46.1 7.5 3.sc 
5 State Total 7963 5926.1 2480.0 12.8d 74.4 31.1 l.Od 
B - Sugar Beets 
Michigan 93.0 90.0 1.0 e 96.8 1.1 e 
Minnesota 265.0 249.0 94.0 53.0 94.0 35.5 20.0 
North Dakota 153.9 143.8 63.2 13.9 93.4 41.1 9.1 
Ohio 24.5 24.5 0.2· 2.4 100 .o 0.8 9.8 
4 State Total 536.4 507.3 158._4 _______ §9.3 94.6 29.5 15.6 
(,N 
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TABLE 10. Acreage and Percent of State Specific8 Major Crop Land Treated With Pesticides. (Continued)· 
Planted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acreage 
For Control of: Treated For Control of: 
State and Acres Planted Disease & Disease & Region 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects Other Pests (1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent) 
C - Tobacco 
Indiana 6.6 2.3 3.2 1.0£ £ 34.2 48:2 15.6 
Ohio 9.9 4.6 3.8 6.9 f 46.5 38.4 69.7 f 
Wisconsin 12.1 5.6 4.2 6.lf 46.2 34.7 so.4f 
3 State Total 28.6 12.5 11.2 14.0 43.7 39.2 49.0 
-
D -Dry Bean~ 
Michigan 570 550.0 34.0 18.0g 96.5 6.0 3.2g 
North Dakota 105 91.3 0.6 i6.8 87.0 0.6 16.0 
2 State Total 675 641.3 34.6 34.~ 95.0 5.1 5.2 
E - Flaxseed 
Minnesota 145 114.0 4.0 b 78.6 2.8 b 
North Dakota 425 205.8 5.4 16.3 48.4 1.3" 3.8 
. 
South Dakota 295 121.2 1.8 12.0 41.1 0.6 4.1c 
3 State Total 865 441.0 11.2 28.3h 51.0 1.3 3.9h 
tJo.l 
""' 
TABLE 10. Acreage and Percent of State Specific8 Major Crop Land Treated With Pesticides. (Continued) 
Planted Acreage Treated Percent of Planted Acreage 
For Control of: Treated For Control of: 
State and Acres Planted Disease & 
Region 1978 Weeds Insects Other Pests Weeds Insects 
(1000 Acres) (1000 Acres) (Percent)-
- F - Sunflowers 
Minnesota 710.0 582.0 47.0 b 84.8 6.6. 
North Dakota 1890.0 1673.0 105.1 81.2 88.5 5.6 
South Dakota 165.0 58.3 25.5 17.2C 35.3 15.5 
3 State Total 2765.0 J. 2313.3 177.6 98.4h 83.7 6.4 
G - Cotton 
Missouri 210 208 115 81.0 99.0 54.8 
H - Potatoes 
North Dakota 125.3 25.7 113.8 68.3i 20.5 90.8 
----· --- - ------
- ---
~~onsidered as a major crop in the specific states but not throughout the region. 
bJNo data on disease and other pest control reported. 
c/Includes treatment not specified involving herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides. 
Disease & 
Other Pests 
b 
4.3 
10.4C 
3.6h 
38.6 
54.si 
~/!Data not valid because the two states that were the largest producers plus the state that was the smallest producer 
drunot report fungicide use. Calculations based only on the data submitted from two states. 
a/Acreage too small to be reported. 
f/Indiana and Ohio data mostly representsMR-30 application fo sucker control. Wisconsin data on other control. 
~/Data for seed treatment or crop storage only. 
h(.:alculated only on basis of those states submitting data. 
T/58200 acres or 46.5 percent of the acreage was also treated with other categories of pesticides mainly desiccants. 
- ani sprout inhibitors. 
1/Acreage harvested for grain. VI 
VI 
TABLE 11. He:bicide Use on Corn by 3tate and Herbicide 
Httl'bieide Illinois Indiana I ova 'l.ansas~J ~Mi,chi~n Minnesot~/ Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota' Wisconsin '!otal (1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
. 
Alac.hlor 7457.7 5523.9 12110.3 574.4 2045.0 6699.4 1933.0 3564.6 197.6 3282.1 948.5 2797.0 47133.5 Ametryn 7.0 0.9 7.9 
At~:azina 12924.8 7863.6 5957.0 2516.2 3349.0 3053.0 2956.0 5867.5 93.8 4451.0 14.9 4410.0 53456.8 llenfluraline 2.4 2.4 Bentaton 4.1 2.9 0.6 7.9 15.5 Butylate 14452.9 3325.9 9454.9 878.9 1091.0 3129.0 654.0 1849.9 4.7 1775.4 84.4 782.0 37483.0 Chloramben 1.0 0,6 1.2 2.7 s.s Cyanazine 2049.5 631.4 6027.3 250.2 840.0 2260.5 534.0 1022.5 160.3 1140.7 32.6 726.0 15675.0 2,4-D 929.0 149.4 1247.4 31.2 84.0 754.6 146.0 270.5 9.5 231.3 174.4 28.0 4055.3 2,4-DB 0.1 0.1 
Dextrone 3.9 3.9 Diallate 0.5 0.5 Dieamba :'.26.7 91.8 693.3 11.3 46.0 311.0 5.0 94.1 6.6 131.8 30.3 .53.0 1700.9 D1noseb 4.1 1.4 5.5 
EPTC 329.7 607.2 1639.0 269.0 no.o 0.3 346.9 23.8 2,8.0 4223.9 
EPTC + 11.-25788 259.2 95.7 354.9 
. Clyphoaate 3.3 5.6 .0.5 8.9 18.3 
L1nuron 5.3 52.8 40.5 12.0 0.4 4.9 115.9 
Mel' 5.0 5.0 
MCPA 0,8 2.4 3.2 
14etolach1or 646.2 700.8 180.9 20.8 108.0 119.8 80.0 101.0 5.3 215.5 2178.3 
Metr!bu.zin 1.4 13.1 2.1 16.6 
Paraquat 19.9 9.0 32.9 61.8 
Pendi~~ethalin 78.3 18.0 37.8 5.6 3.2 65.6 208.5 
Propach1or 703.9 220.0 1611.9 152.2 1217.7 35.0 438.0 27.9 348.9 4757.5 
S1mu1ne 312.6 304.9 . 87.6 237.5 942.6 
2,4,5-T 0.4 1.2 1.6 
Tr1flural1n 24.4 24.4 
. 
TOTALS 40143.4 19554.3 37620.5 6085.4 7563.0 1754: .o 6638.0 14065.7 581.4 11967.1 1660.5 9034.0 172458.3 
a/Totals for some chemicals include estimated calculation from tank mixes reported. 
li/Data vas calculated from acreage, active ingredient in the formulation, and the rate of application to determine poundage of specific pesticides on corn. 
~ 
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TABU }2. ·~ Insecticide and fungicide Use on Co;n by State and Pesticide 
A. l'NS£C'l'1C!DES . Illinois Indiana J_owa __ --~.!1889 Michigan Minnesota Mhsouri 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Nebraska _N,_ Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wieeonain Total 
Aldrin 0.8 0.8 JHC 6.2 6.2 
au fane: arb b/ 
Cubary1 95.6 53.7 104.9 304.7 a/ 19.0 172.4 20.1 66S.s 
C.rbofuun 1663.4 1596.5 1379.9 390.3 516.0 642.0 476.0 1088.6 10.6 907.2 57.8 351.0 9109.3 
Chlordan• 73.1 35.1 12.1 42.7 163.0 
Chlorpyrifot 441.2 100.7 259.2 4.6 192.0 82.9 43.0 19.4 1143.2 
Diatinon 47.4 7.2 21.3 55.1 !.I 21.0 15.4 167,4 
Die>ethoat.e 68.7 30.1 2.1 !.I 98.8 Dh\llfoton !!I 3.2 69.0 11.4 16.0 . 99.6 
Endrin 0.1 0.1 
£PH "37.8 !.I 37.8 ~thion 23.9 23.9 
Ethoprop 154.7 91.4 259.2 87.1 75.0 139.0 !.I 13.2 819.6 Fenaulfothion 1.1 a/ 5.3 -. 6.4 
Fonofos 2694.6 682.6 1992.2 323.5 684.0 606.0 74.0 1070.9 0.7 334.5 152.0 263.0 8878.0 
He?tachlor EJ 3.8 16.9 206.6 57.0 9.5 293.8 
Lindane !..1 •!:.1 0.7 0.7 Malathion 4.0 2.6 17.3 7.0 5.7 36.6 
Methoay1 0.1 0.1 
Methyl Parathion !.I 14.8 4.4 23.0 42.2 
Oxydemeton-Kethy1 0.2 83.6 0.5 84.3 
Panthion 150.8 131.1 1.2 7.2 290.3 
Phorate 767.0 75.9 1168.3 314.3 81.0 382.5 29.0 1017.2 !_/ 50.8 82:1 627.0 4595.1 
Propargite 172.2 172.2 
'l'erbufoa 2838.5 433.0 1796.2 330.8 94.0 546.0 172.0 1145.3 460.8 26.3 504.0 8346.9 
Toxaphene 206.1 17.5 78.5 94.7 114.0 38.8 !_/ 5.5 16.7 571.8 
Trichlorfon 1.2 1.4 0,4 3.0 
Trithion 3.6 
39.o'!!-1 
3.6 
Others 3~.0 
1'0TALS 8988.0 3111·2 7108.8 2656.2 1375.0 2263.6 1270.0 4955.7 11.3 1928.0 361.5 1745.0 35804.1 
B. f'Ul:GICIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Capun 0.9 !_/ •£1 2.5 3.4 
Carlx>xin 0.1 0.! 
Mancot.eb 0.5 0.5 
1-'.aneb 2./ ·!:.' Thiram 0.1 0.1 
TOTALS 1.1 0.5 2.5 4.1 
C. ~ER . CoNTltOLS Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansaa Michigan Minnesota Missouri ,Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
4-A.P 0.1 0.1 
Methiocarb 0.1 0.1 
TOTALS 0.2 0.2 
t.l-1 
a/Quant1t1e• not large enough to report data. 
b/Other insecticides include aldrin, chlordane, dia~inon, dioxathion, disulfoton, malathion, and parathion, 
.....:J 
~/Seed treatment. 
w 
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TABLE 13. Herbicide Use on Soybeans by State and Herbicide 
tleibidde Illinois Indiana Iowa a/ Minnesot~/ Missouri Kansas- Michigan Nebraska N. Dakotn Ohio S. Dakota \.lisconsin Total (1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Alac:hlor 5380.6 3635.4 4224.1 928.5 720.0 2359.6 5046.0 698.0 6.7 3791.6 157.7 239.0 27187.2 Atrazine 59.5 59.5 Sent a ton 264.8 370.3 334.4 67.6 '30.0 229.0 799.0 38.3 9.9 243.3 16.0 2402.6 81fenox 36.4 8.9 95.8 37.2 67.0 16.9 262.2 Chloramben 1441.3 291.1 1051.1 106.6 159.0 1320.9 264.0 182.8 7.5 980.1 11.1 47.0 5862.5 Chlorbromuron 4.3 28.3 8.6 18.5 59.7 
Chloq~ropham 117.3 7.4 284.2 3.7 412.6 Chloroxuron ·1.5 1.5 Cyanazine 4.0 1.7 5.7 
2,4-D 3.0 45.0 .. 48.0 
2,4-!)ll 2.0 1,2 3.2 
Dextrone 1.9 1.9 
Dicamba 0.4 0.4 
Dinoseb 21.1 25.6 
' 
28.8 75.5 
Dioitramine 2.4 4.7 11.4 0.8 1.3 20.6 
DNBP 138.0 138.0 
EPTC 5.7 2.1 7.8 
Fluchlordin 130.5 ·119.1 91.2 1.8 5.6 o.s 41.4 390.1 
Clyphosate 6.8 15.2 4.2 92.0 14.6 132.8 
t.1nuron 679.4 617.4 381.5 100.6 290.0 168.3 887.0 80.9 0.8 778.7 59.0 4('43.6 
Hetolachlor 15.8 . 82.0 77.2 175.0 
Hett'1buz:1n 2394.1 962.2 1798.9 192.3 100.0 198.4 834.0 138.6 0.1 776.5 1.6 27.0 7423.7 
Naptalam 4.7 232.0 1.3 238.0 
Naptalam & Dinoaeb 204.0 432.5 44.5 22.1 157.4 860.5 
Oryzalin 30.6 34.2 28.9 37.1 167.0 15.6 313.4 
Paraquat 34.2 41.0 10.6 85.8 
i'endi~thalin 77.2 50.3 40.3 43.4 14.6 2.6 73.5 301.9 
Penoxalin . 45.0 .~5.0 
Profluralin 157.7 60,0 482.6 37.9 118.8 188.0 30.9 2.2 25.6 7.0 1110.7 
Propachlor 26.1 26.1 
Propachlor & Atrazine 11.8 11.8 
Simaz:ine 3.8 3.8 
Tr iallate , 9.1 9.1 
Trifluralin 5468.3 1526.8 3875.2 691.0 96.0 1763.0 2248.0 257.9 o.s 749.6 83.2 23.0 16782.5 
Verno late 337.6 53.2 36.5 
115. o£.1 15.7 443.0 Other a 1~5 .~ 
TOTALS 16804.3 8408.6 12795.8 2305.8 1395.0 6158.0 11208.0 1~47.6 43.3 7822.7 253.6 416.0 69060.7 
a/Totals for aome che~ical• include estimated calculation from tank mixes reported, 
b/Data was calculated from aereage, active ingredient in the formulation, and the rate of application to determine poundage of specific pesticides on soybuans. 
illncludea bensulfide, verno1ate, fl~turon, MSMA, chlorobromuron, dinitramine, phenmedipham, cyanazine, and socium chlorate. 
TABU 14. Insecticide and Fungicide Use on Soybeans by State and Pesticide 
A, INSECtiCIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa 
Acephate 
Adnphos-Hethyl 
CarbUJl 
Carbc:JfQrat~ 
Carhophellothioll 
Otl'ospyrifos 
Dis&!Doa 
Diatboate 
kbopl'op 
Poaofoa 
I.incl.-
15.6 
16.1 
0.1 
8.2 
~l 
0.4 
0.8 
79.9 
4.4 
0.6 
2.8 
Maiath1011 2.7 1.1 
Ked-,1 1.1 0.6 
Hnhoxychlor 0.9 
Hethyl Parathion 1.1 
!.1 
o.s!-1 
Kansas 
6.3 
1.2 
2.5 
Paratbloa 3.3 
Micbiaa~/ Minnesota Missouri~/ Nebraska N. Dakota 
1000 lba. Act:l.ve-Ii\grecfient) 
19.0 
11.9 
d/,e/ !I-
'l'oxa~'--- 34.3 1.1 31.4 d/ d/ 
'IOTN$ 78.1 93.7 o.s 44.7 31.9 
Ohio 
18.1 
0.9 
0.1 
7.1 
!/ 
26.2 
S. Dakota Wisconsin 
d/ 
Total 
0.4 
16.4 
139.4 
18.2 
0.6 
0.1 
0.1 
12.2 
7.1 
o.s 
6.3 
1.7 
0.9 
1.1 
3.3 
66.8 
275.1 
..-PUJCICIDES Illinois · Indiana Iowa Kansas Michisa~/ Minnesota Missouri~/ Nebraska H. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
IUG~~Jl 
Captan 
CarbOxin 
Maneb 
Tbira 
TOTALS 
8.9 
2.5 
2.9 
1.3 
15.6 
1.1 I 
o.6! 
1.7 
(1000-1b-8~ ACtive Ingredient) 
!I·!.' 
1.9 
3.0 
7.7 
12.6 
11.9 
6.1 
2.9 
9.0 
29.9 
a/QUintities of individual insectic:idea -not reported.,for soybeans. -Cafculadon indicates that 22,700 pounds of carbaryl-active ingredient probably were 
-ware uaed Oft 18,200 acres of aoybeans, aorghum, Wheat, alfalfa and corn for grasshopper control. 
J!./lot included in report. 
e/Quantities of specific cbe8icala not reported. tn.ecticides used on small acreages includa carbaryl, carbofuran, chlorpyrifoa, chlordimeform, d~meton. 
- 4i0Kathion0 dicofol, ~tboate, fonofoa, mathyl parathion, parathion, and toxaphene, 
d/Quaatitiea aot larae enough to report data. 
'i/teed treat88Jit. 
Vl 
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TAJILE 15. Pest.Jfide Use on Wheat by State and Pesticide 
--- Illinois!./ Minnesot~/ Missouri A. HERBICIDES Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Nebraska 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Atnzine !/ 67.7 14.9 
Bar ban 169.4 
aroiDOxynild/ 7.7 55.5 
Cyanazine- 11.5 I 
21 4-D 12.2 0.7 716.~ 25.7 352.4 30.0 127.0 
2.4-DB 0.4 
Dextroue 0.4 
Dial late 
D1caba 1.8 0.4 15.5 31.0 1.5 
Diclofop 
Dileaapquat 
Glyphoaate 3.9 
MCPA d/ 3.3 ... 7.8 387.4 
Paraquat- 0.7 
Pidor-
Profluralin 
Propaail 
Triallate 313.0 
1:r1flural1a 
TOTALS 22.0 1.1 819.5 33.5 1308.7 30.0 143.4 
a. TMSEC'riCmBS Illinois!' Indiana Iowa l:ansas Michigan Minnesot~ Missouri Nebraska 
(1000 1bs. Active Ingredient) 
Aziaphoa Methyl 0.4 
Carbaryl !.1 3.0 1.6 
Carbofuran 
Chlord-
DitletbOate 0.4 
!ndrin 0.4 0.4 
Heptachlor 14.4 
Lindane 4.7 
Malathion 4.9 7.3 7.1 
Methyl Parathion 0.2 1.6 
Paratbiou 7.4 2.6 
Pborate 6.8 
Tbiodan 3.4 
oroxapbeJte -
--
"1.6 
N. Dakota Ohio 
104.0 
9.6 
2991.2 21.5 
0.8 
23.8 
29.5 2.6 
1.1 
25.6 
3.1 3.5 
374.4 5.0 
6.4 
4.2 
22.3 
793.4 
196.3 
4584.9 33.4 
N. Dakota Ohio 
f/ 
0.9 
2.4 0.2 
22.21.../ 0.2z.l 
f/ 4.2 
It 3.4 
17.6 £1 
S. Dakota 
647.2 
1.3 
f/ 
23.7 
,3.1 
fl 
675.3 
S. Dakota 
!/ 
!/ 
£1 
38.9 
fl 
a/ Wisconsin- Total 
82.6 
273.4 
72.8 
11.5 
4924.3 
1.2 
0.4 
23.8 
83.6 
1.1 
25.6 
10.5 
802.6 
0.7 
9.5 
4.2 
22.3 
1106.4 
196.3 
76.52.8 
•I Wisconsin- Total 
0.4 
5.5 
2.6 
0.4 
0.8 
14.4 
27.1 
23.5 
5.2 
10.0 
45.7 
3.4 
351 4 
~ 
0 
TABLE 15 (continued) ~sticide __ Use __ ~n Wheat by State and Pe~ticioe 
B. iNSECTICIDES Illinois~/ Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minneaot~/ Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio s. Dakota Wisconsin!/ Total 
TOTALS 5.3 0.2~/ 372.8 22.1 42.2 8.9 38.9 490.4 
C'. FUI(GICIDES Illinois!-/ Indiana Iowa -Kansas Michi.gan Minnesot~/ Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin~ Total 
(1000 1bs. Active Ingredient) 
'!:./ 1.~/ Cap tan 0.7 !l·iil 2.1 
Carbo:du 4.1 f/ ·!.I 2.o&' 
4.1 
Hexachlorobeuzene O.S.a/ 2.8 
Mancozeb 1.2 1.2 
Maneb 10.9 63.3,&/ 74.2 
Mercury 12. 9.al 12.9 
ThirM '4.1 f/, I 4.1 
TOTALS 19.8 78.2 3.4 101.4 
a/Data included with small graln4. 
b/Data calculated from acreage, act~ve•ingredient in the formulation, and rate of application to determine poundage for specific pesticides used on wheat. 
c/Inc1udes 73,600 pounds used on Vheat fallow. 
d/Used on wheat fallow. , 
e/Calculatious from data indicates ~hat approximately 22,700 pounds of carbaryl may have been used on 18,200 acres of wheat, soybeans, corn, alfalfa and 
- sorghum for grasshopper control •. 
f/Quantities too small to report data. 
i/Used for seed treatment. 
~No quantities given but 4,199,600 acres were planted with treated seed. More than 18 different treatments were repo~ted. 
.j::>. 
...... 
TABLE 16. Pesticide Use on Sms11 Grains by State and Pesticide 
A. HERBICIDES Illinois!./ Indiana Iowa b/ Minnesota£/ Missouri~/ Nebraska a/ ~ Kansa~ Michigan N. Dakota Ohio s, Dakota Wisconsin- Total N (1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Atrazine 6.1 3.2 9.3 Barban 86.0 46.0 d/ 132.0 Bro1110xynil 2.9 - 2.9 
Butylate 1.7 1.7 Cbloramben 0.7 0.7 
2.4-D 64.0 10.7 29.7 75.0 350.0 33.5 704.3 49.2 338.9 83.0 1738.3 
2.4 .. DI 1.2 9.7 10.9 
Dial~te 0.7 o. 7 
Dicamba 2.9 ~I 5.4 3.9 5.6 2.7 20.5 
Diclofop 0.2 0.2 
Difenzoquat 16.1 16.1 
Clypbosate d/ d/ 
MCPA 2.8 5.4 38.0 255.9 307.5 13.2 120.6 66.0 809.4 
Paraquat 1.2 1.2 
Picloram 1.4 1.4 
Profluralin 1.1- 1.1 
Propanil 0.5 0.5 
Triallate 197.0 198.3 395.3 
Tr1flural1n 1.1 1.7 47.9 d 50.7 
TOTALS 74.1 2L3 40.5 113.0 888.9 33.5 1330.8 78.9 462.9 149.0 3192.9 
B. IliSECTICIDES a/ Illinoir- Indiana Iowa KansaJ!_/ Michisan Minnesota£/ Missouri~/ Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio s. Dakota a/ Visconsi~ Total 
A:d.nphos ..... etbyl 0.5 0.9 1.4 
Cat;baryl 2.4 0.9 20.0 2.2 ~/ 3.1 28.6 
Carbofuran 2.2 ::..2 
Chlordane 3.~ 3.3 
Dilletboate 0.8 0.~/ y 0.8 Rexacblorobenzene 0.4~' 0.5 Lindane 18.0~/ 18.4 
Malathion y 0.7 1.7 ~I 8.7 11.1 
Kethidathion 1.8 1.8 
Methoxychlor d/ 
Methyl Parathion 0.7 2.3 3.0 
Parathion 4.3 d/ d/ 4.3 
Toxafhene 20.3 9.3 d/ 5.4 0.1 1.1 d/ 36.2 
TOTALS 22.7 10.5 0.9 20.0 16.6 22.6 18.3 1!1.6 
c. FUNGICIDES Illin&lia!/ Indiana Iowa KansaJ!./ Michigan Minnesota£/ Missouri~/ Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota WisconsiJ!-1 Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Capt an 0.1 o.,;=.l o.s 
Haacozeb 93.0e/ 93.0 
ltaneb 52.rs::.-, 52.5 
Mereu 1.#- 1.3 
TOTALS 0.1 146.8 0.4 147.3 
a/Includes wheat. 
b/Data not reported. 
e/Data calculated fro• acreage. active ingredient in formulation. and rate of application of specific pesticides used on small grain&. 
d/Quantity not reported ~or small acreage. 
!/Daed in aeed treat~~ent. 
TABLE 17. Pesticide Use on Alfalfa by State and Pesticide 
Illinois~-' Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakot~/ Wisconsin£/ Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) ~/ 
A. HERBICIDES !!:.l !I 10.0 10.0 
Bene fin 3.4 2.0 2.9 8.3 
Benfluralin 2.0 2.0 
D:l.camba E. I E._ I 
Diuron 2.9 
-2.9 
2,4-D d/ 1.3 1.3 
2,4-DB 1.6 0.6 - 12.5 14.7 
EPTC 10.2 4.8 E. I 2.8 17.9 35.7 
Glyphosate £/ 
MCPA 2._1 
Ketribuzin 1.1 1.1 
Paraquat J,O 3.0 
Picloram 0.1 0.1 
Profluralin 2.5 0.6 3.1 
Pronam:l.de 0.7 3.0 3.7 
Prop ham 26.6 26.6 
Silllllzine 2.9 46.1 11.2 2.9 63.1 
Terbacil 1.0 d 1.0 
TOTALS 17.4 85.4 10.0 15.7 2.9 45.2 176.6 
! . INSECTICIDES Illinois.!:/ Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wiaconsi~/ Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Alfa-"toxf/ 9.9 17.5 6.7 24.4 58.5 
Azinphos-~thyl 3.2 9.0 2.0 7.4 21.6 
Carbaryl 38.2 1.1 10.5 91.0 31.0 13.1 34.6 219.5 
Carbo fur an 5.9 .8 28.2 33.0 47.0 15.7 13.7 y 144.3 
Diaziuon Jl./ 
Di~~~ethoate 0.6 2.6 1.5 20.6 E. I 25.3 
H & M f/ 18.5 2.1 43.8 64.4 
Malathion 7.9 68,8 21.8 51.0 51.8 16.4 y 217.7 
Methidathion 12.4 4.0 8.0 19.2 43.6 
Methoxychlor 0.5 0.2 2.0 10.1 12.8 
Methyl Parathion 3.1 11.1 15.0 6.9 36.1 
Mevinphos 0.1 0.1 
Parathion 1.7 6.4 46.0 55.0 4.2 15.2 1;!8.5 
Phosmet 1.9 15.0 0.8 17.7 
Trichlorfon 0.8 £1 0.8 
Toxaphene 0.7 13.7 1.2 15.6 
Phorate £1 
BHC 0.4 
1 .o~.l 
0.4 
Others d/ d/ d/ d/ 7.0 
TOTALS 99.1 88.2 99.5 130.0 224.7 150.8 202.0 16.4 1013.9 
a/No herbicide reported. 
b/No rlesignation of herbicides by name because of small acreage and quantities; includes b~nefin, ch1oramben, EPTC, paraquat, proflualin, aima~ine and 2,4-D. 
e/Data included with all hay. 
~/Quantity of pesticide use not large enough[f9r reporti~g data. 
-!>-
e/Includea chlorobenzilate, diazinon, dimethoate, endosulfan, EPN, and methomyl. (.N It Some states preferred t"eporting the pesticide .as the. .cx>m1>j,na.t.ion product while others reported Alfa-tox as the separate diazinQrt and methQXYt:.hlor 
constituents and M & Mas malathion and methoxychlor. 
TABLE 18. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Araitrole 
Atrazine 
Bene fin 
Chlorpropham 
2,4-D 
2,4-DB 
Dic:amba 
EPTC 
Glyphosate 
MCPA 
Metribuzin 
Paraquat 
Pic:loram 
Profluralin 
Pronalllide 
Simazine 
2,4,5-T 
Othe~s 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Alfa-toxlj 
Azinpbos::methyl 
Carbaryl 
Carbofuran 
Dibr0111 M' MY 
Malathion 
~thidathion 
Methoxychlor 
Methyl Parathion 
MeYinphoe 
Parathion 
Phosmet 
Toxaphene 
Others 
Pesticide Use on Other Hay by State and Pesticide 
Illinois!./ Indiana Iowa b/ b/ Kansas- Michigan- Minnesota Missouri 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
2.0 
rJ 
4.7 2.6 E_/ E_/ 26.0 
0.3 
2.0 £1 
10.2 
0.3 
0.3 
:t.l 
E._/ 
2.2 
0.4 E._/ 
26.0d/ l.o=-
20.4 4.6 r!l 53.0 
a/ b/ b/ Illinois- Indiana ~owa Kansas- Michigan- Minnesota Missouri 
(1000-lbe. Active Ingredient) 
54.6 
65.8 0.4 
13.4 
70.1 c/ 
1.3 2.2 4.3 
0.5 c/ 
0.1 
0.5 
E./ Je.o=-1 
Nebraska~/ N. Dakota Ohio 
E./ 
0.5 
5.6 1.8 
3.7 
E_/ 
1.0 
0.2 
0.2 0.2 
3.0 
£1 
9.0 7.2 
Nebrask~/ N. Dakota Ohio 
E._/ 
£! 
£I 
0.6 
0.4 
1.2 
1.6 
5.1 
1.2 
1.0 
:t.l 
:t.l 
0.1 
S. Dakota Wisconsi~/ Total 
2.0 
0.5 
116.8 191.5 
4.0 
£1 37 .o 
10.2 
1.3 
0.5 
0.4 
E./ 3.0 
2,2 
0.4 
26.0 
1.0 
116.8 280.0 
s. Dakota Wisconsin!/ Total 
£1 
21.0 
30.0 
28.0 
£1 
76.2 
0.4 
67.4 
13.4 
71.7 
42.9 
29.7 
1.0 
0.1 
0.1 
·o.5 
38.0 
TOTALS ~06.3 2,6 4.3 38.0 11.2 79.0 341.4 
a/Includes all hay. 
b/Data included with alfalfa. 
c/Not sufficient quantity to report data. 
d/Includes glyphosate, picloram, and profluralin. 
e/Includea azinphos-nethyl, carbaryl, carbofuran, dimethoate, d icofol, malathion; methyl parathion, at.d toxaphene 
f/Some states preferred reporting the pesticide as the combination product while other reported Alfa-tox as the separate diazinon and methoxychlor 
-constituents and M & Mas ~lathion and methoxychlor. 
..,. 
..,. 
TABLE 19. Pesticide Use on Pasture and Rang~land by State and P~~~e 
A. HERBICIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan!./ Minnesot~/ Missouri Nebraska 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
ABDate E./ 
Atrazine 2.4 
Bentazon 0.3 
s6a.oi1 2,4-D 2.1 35.5 332.9 4139.0 55.5 1.2 
2,4-DB 2.8 
Dicallba 0.9 14.9 25.0 59.6 0.2 
Dovpon 
Glyphosate 0.5 0.7 
MCPA 
Paraquat 
Picloram 0.4 0.3 2.4 0.3 
Silvax 8.0 48.5 
si .. zine 3.9 0.4 
e/ 2,4,5-T !?:_/ 0.5 1256.4 207.0£; 
Others c/ 123.o=-
TOTALS 15.8 56.7 359.0 5505.9 55.5 898.0 1.7 
B, INSECTICIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan!./ Minnesot~/ Missouri 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient 
Nebraska 
Carbaryl 35.4 16.0 
Dimethoate 0.7 
K &.. !t 
Malathion 0.2 129.9 
tfetWathion 0.4 
Methyl Parathion c/ 
Parathion -. 7.6 
Phosmet c/ 
14.2 To•aphene i2.o 2.4 28B.o£/ Others 
TOTALS 58.7 2.4 28il.O 167.7 
a/No data reported. 
b/Data calculated from acreage, active ingredient in the formulation, and the rate of application. 
£/Quantities not sufficient to report data. 
N. Dakota 
219.1 
8.6 
0.3 
7.4 
80.6 
!?:_/ 
316.0 
N. Dakota 
!?:_/ 
Ohio s. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
2.4 
0.7 1.0 
16.2 141.3 43.0 5553.8 
2.4 5.2 
4.6 0.9 114.7 
!?;.I 
1.5 
!?;.I 7.4 
1.7 1.7 
11.5 !::_1 95.5 
56.5 
4.3 
15.2 1479.1 
123.0 
52.3 142.2 43.0 7446.1 
Ohio S. Dakota Wiaconsin Total 
51.4 
0.7 
7.5 7.5 
!?;.I 130.1 
0.4 
11.0 18.6 
!?:_/ 38.6 
288.0 
7.5 11.0 535.3 
d/Includes 432.0 for pasture and 136,0 for fence rows, ditches, idle, and other lands. 
e/Includes 111.0 for pasture and 96.0 for fence rows, ditches, idle, and other lands. 
f/Includes 38.0 for pasture and 85.0 for fence rows, ditches, idle, and other lands. Other herbicides include slachlor, atrazine, cyanazine, dicamba, 
- ~yphosate, MCPA, picloram, and trifluralin. 
~/Includes 61.0 for pasture and 227.0 for fence rows, ditches, idle, and other lands. Other insecticides include carbary;., carbofuran, dimethoate, 
malathion, parathion, methomyl, and toxaphene, 
.j::o. 
tn 
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TABLE 20. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Benefin 
Benfluralin 
Diphenamid 
Pebulate 
Others 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Carbaryl 
Carbofuran 
Diazinon 
Dimethoate 
Disulfoton 
Methidathion 
Others 
TOTALS 
C. OTHER CHEMICALS 
Maleic hydrazide 
Growth Regulators~/ 
TOTALS 
Pesticide Use on Tobacco by State and Pesticide 
Indiana Ohio Wisconsin 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
4.3 4.6 
3.7 
7.5 
5.5 2.1 
a/ b/ 
3.7 9.8 14.2 
Indiana Ohio Wisconsin 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
4.8 2.9 
3.3 
0.8 3.4 
0.7 
2.9 
1.4 
c/ d/ 
9.5 6.6 4.1 
Indiana Ohio Wisconsin 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
3.4 24.6 
12.6 qt. 
3.4 24.6 12.6 
a/Other herbicides in quantities too small for reporting data include meta-sodium, 
- pebulate, and simazine. 
Total 
8.9 
3.7 
7.5 
7.6 
27.7 
Total 
7.7 
3.3 
4.2 
0.7 
2.9 
1.4 
20.2 
Total 
28.0 
12.6 
40.6 
b/Other herbicides in quantities too small for reporting data include 2,4-D, diphenamid, 
- EPTC, and simazine. 
c/Other insecticides in quantities too small for reporting data include DDT, endosulfan, 
- malathion, methomyl, methyl bromide, and methyl parathion. 
d/Other insecticides in quantities too small for reporting data include acephate, 
- carbofuran, malathion, and trichlorfon. 
~/Identity not indicated. 
TABLE 21. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Bar ban 
Cycloate 
2.4-D 
Dalapon 
Desmedipham 
Diallate 
Dietbatyl 
Endothall 
EPTC 
Etbofumesate 
Phenmedipbam 
Pyrazon 
Triallate 
Trichloracetic Acid 
Trifluralin 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
A1dicarb 
Diazinon 
Fonofos 
Terbufos 
Others 
TOTALS 
C. FUNGICIDES 
Benomyil 
Mancozeb 
Thiabendazole 
Triphenyltin hydroxide 
Others 
TOTALS 
Pesticide Use on Sugarbeets by State and Pesticide 
Michigan Minnesota N. Dakota 
100.0 
7.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
110.0 
82.0 
308.0 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
86.0 
!.1 
724.0 
810.0 
15.3 
6.7 
a/ 
i9.o 
15.2 
69.6 
0.1 
1.4 
348.1 
4.7 
43.3 
8.5 
69.8 
0.4 
612.1 
Michigan Minnesota N. Dakota 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
37.0 
34.3 
35.8 
a/ 
107.1 
46.8 
4.6 
23.6 
25.6 
b/ 
100.6 
Michi an Minnesota N. Dakota 
1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
0.1 
1.4 
1.7 
1.4 
d/ 
4.6 
Ohio 
4.2 
0.7 
1.8 
3.8 
0.9 
29.5 
58.3 
1.9 
101.1 
Ohio 
c/ 
Ohio 
0.7 
0.7 
Total 
101.3 
110.9 
29.0 
22.9 
69.6 
0.1 
6.2 
1075.9 
3.0 
7.6 
183.8 
8.5 
210.1 
2.3 
1831.2 
Total 
83.8 
4.6 
57.9 
61.4 
207.7 
Total 
0.8 
1.4 
1.7 
1.4 
5.3 
a/Quantity too small for reporting data. 
b/Other insecticides in quantities too small for reporting data include ~rbaryl, pborate. 
- toxaphene, and trichlorfon. 
c/Carbary1 used in quantities too small for reporting data. 
d/Other fungicides in quantities too small for reporting data include copper hydroxide and 
- eaptan + lindane seed treatment (Isotox~. 
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TABLE 22. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Alachlor 
At.razine 
Cyanazine 
2,4-D 
Dicamba 
G1yphosate 
Linuron 
Propazine 
Propachlor 
Terbutryn 
Others 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Carbaryl 
Carbofuran 
Demeton 
Dimethoate 
Disulfoton 
Fonofos 
Heptachlor 
Lindane 
Malathion 
Methyl PMathion 
Oxydemeton- Methyl 
Parathion 
Phorate 
Sulfoton 
Terb..1fos 
Toxaphene 
Others 
TOTALS 
Pesticides Used on Sorghum by State and Pesticide 
Iowa 
10.5 
9.2 
0.8 
2.7 
7.8 
31.0 
Iowa 
5:./ 
3.0 
3.0 
Kansas Missouri Nebraska 
(1000 1bs. Active Ingredient) 
1193.1 
110.1 
281.5 
8.7 
9.5 
857.6 
3613.2 
659.8 
6733.5 
12.0 
962.0 
12.0 
66.0 
707.0 
22.0 I 7.# 
1788.0 
1368.4 
31.3 
140.5 
9.1 
1546.8 
3096.1 
Kansas Missouri Nebraska 
(1000 1bs. Active Ingredient) 
257.5 
106.9 
1.0 
7.2 
364.2 
30.7 
2.7 
42.1 
1.1 
2.4 
245.7 
188.8 
375.5 
1625.8 
41.0 
5.0 
36.0 
n.o 
zo.od/ 
zs.o=-
138.0 
13.1 
52.0 
10.4 
116.2 
5.0 
3. 3. 
82.8 
89.9 
372.7 
S. Dakota 
b/ 
'i_l 
36.3 
b/ 
~I 
49.3 
b/ 
85.6 
s. Dakota 
E. I 
2.7 
E._/ 
b/ 
~I 
E_/ 
2./ 
a/Other herbicides not designated for specific quantities include chloramben. linuron, 
-paraquat, metribuzin, and trifluralin. 
b/Herbicide quantities too small tn report data also include MCPA and phorate. Other 
- insecticides include toxaphene. 
Total 
22.:, 
3532.7 
153.4 
52.).1 
8.7 
9.5 
2.7 
866.7 
5924.1 
681.8 
7.0 
11734.2 
Total 
311.6 
163.9 
1.0 
20.3 
480.4 
5.0 
66.7 
2.7 
45.4 
1.1 
2.4 
328.5 
278.7 
11.0 
3.0 
395.5 
25.0 
2142.2 
c/Analysis of data indicates that approximately 22,700 pounds of carbaryl were probably 
-used on 18,200 acres of sorghum, soybeans.wheat, corn, and alfalfa for grasshopper control. 
d/Other insecticides in too small of quantities to report separately include diazinon, 
- dimethoate, methomyl, chlo~pyrifos, malathion, and parathion. 
TABLE 23. Pesticide Use on Dry Beans by State and Pesticide 
A. HERBICIDES Michigan N. Dakota Total 
(1000 1bs. Active Ingredient) 
Alach1or 26.0 2.0 28.0 
Bentazon 0.4 0.4 
Ch1oramben 46.0 2.2 48.2 
Diallate 0.1 0.1 
Dinitramine 92.0 0.8 92.8 
Dinoseb 49.0 49.0 
EPTC 306.0 54.6 360.6 
Profluralin 15.0 3.7 18.7 
Triallate 2.1 2.1 
Triflura1in 683.0 53.4 736.4 
TOTALs!./ 1217.0 119.3 1336.3 
B. INSECTICIDES a/ Michigan N. Dakota Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Disulfoton 14.0 14.0 
c. FUNGICIDES Michisan N. Dakota Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Benomyl 1.4 1.4 
Mancozeb 8.4 8.4 
Maneb 21.9 21.9 
TOTALS!./ 31.7 31.7 
a/Other pesticides used on dry beans in quantities too small to report data include: 
-Herbicides - linuron and 2,4-D; Insectici~es - toxaphene; and Fungicides including 
seed treatment - capper hydroxide, Isoto~captan +lindane), maneb. and zineb. 
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TABLE 24. Pesticide Use on Flax by State and Pesticide 
A. HERBICIDES Minnesota!/ N. Dakota s. Dakota Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Asulum 33.4 33.4 
Barb an 2.0 2.0 
Bromoxynil 0.1 0.1 
2,4-D 3.0 b/ 3.0 
Da1apon 97.7 89.4 4.0 191.1 
Diallate 1.1 1.1 
Dicamba 1.6 1.6 
EPTC 85.2 85.2 
MCPA 20.0 35.7 17.7 63.4 
Trial late 7.6 7.6 
Trifluralin 5.1 b/ 5.1 
TOTALS 151.1 230.8 21.7 403.6 
B. INSECTICIDES a/ Minnesota- N. Dakota s. Dakota Total 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
Parathion b/ 
Toxaphene b/ 
a/Data calcualted from acreage, active ingredient in the formulation, and the rate of 
·- application to determine poundage of specific pesticides applied to indicated crops. 
~/Quantities not sufficient to report data. 
TABLE 25. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Alachlor 
Bar ban 
Chloramben 
Cyanazine 
Diallate 
Dicamba 
Dinitramine 
EPTC 
F1uchloralin 
G1yphosate 
Pendimethalin 
Proflura1in 
Propach1or 
Trifluralin 
Triallate 
Others 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Endosulfan 
Malathion 
Methidathion 
Methyl Parathion 
Toxaphene 
TOTALS 
C. SEED TREATMENT 
Pesticide Use on Sunflower by State and Pesticide 
a/ Minnesota- N. Dakota S. Dakota 
49.3 
132.3 
492.2 
673.8 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
4.0 
1.1 
21.6 
b/ 
I.7 
9.6 
767.2 
b/ 
3.8 
0.6 
98.1 
1088.7 
44.3 I 6.&£ 
2047.3 
E._ I 
E.. I 
E.. I 
pj 
Minnesota.!/ N. Dakota s. Dakota 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
E._ I 
0.4 
E._ I b/ 
b/ 
b/ i2.2 
72.2 0.4 
Minnesota.!/ N. Dakota s. Dakota 
(1000 1bs. Acti~e Ingredient) 
Total 
4.0 
1.1 
70.9 
1.7 
9.6 
899.5 
3.8 
0.6 
98.1 
1580.9 
44.3 
6.6 
2721.1 
Total 
0.4 
72.2 
72.4 
Tota 1 
Captan &. Lindane (2:1) 0. 7 0. 7 
51 
Maneb & Lindane (2 .1 :1) __ 0::.:...:· 3:!.-_______________ 0.;;....;...;. 3:;.......,._ 
TOTALS 1.0 
D. OTHER CHEMICALS Minnesota!./ N. Dakota S. Dakota 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
4-AP b/ 
Paraquat 4I.s 
Sodium Chlorate 5.1 
TOTALS 46.9 
1.0 
Total 
41.8 
5.1 
46.9 
_!/Data calculated from act:'eage, active ingredient in the forlDUlation. and rate of application 
to determine poundage of specific pesticides applied to indicated crops. 
E./Quantities not sufficient to report data. 
~/Identity of other pesticide not given. 
TABLE 26. Corn Acreage Treated with Herbicides by State and Herbicide!/ 
HERBICmES Illinois Indiana Iowa :Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri 
(1000 Acre~;~) 
Nebraska N, Dakot;1! Obi() 
-
s. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
Alachlor 3950.6 2892.1 5913.0 300.8 1130.0 3282.0 1198.0 1897.4 139.1 1718.4 729.6 1504.0 24655.0 
Art>atryn 4.0 o.a 4.8 Atrazine 8948.7 5108.9 6331.5 1393.0 2080.0 1404.5 2049.0 4263.9 61.9 2747.5 74,6 3000.0 37463.5 
Benfluralin 1.2 1.2 Jlentazpn 10.5 2.0 0.4 1.1 6.8 20.8 
Butylate 4419.8 1017.1 3820.5 290.3 353.0 540.0 197.0 564.3 2.7 497.3 24.1 229.0 11955.1 
Chloramben 1.0 1.0 0.8 4.4 7.2 
Cyanazine 1306.6 426.6 3955.5 143.3 535.0 820.0 426.0 679.0 126.6 679.0 23.3 443.0 9563.9 
2.4-D 2175.5 383.2 3186.0 69.4 150.0 1175.0 148.0 608.7 32.0 550.7 388.3 53,0 9019.8 
2,4-BB 1.3 <0.5 1.8 
Dextrone 6.3 6.3 
Diallate 1.3 1.3 
Dicllllba 670.2 183.5 2659.5 29.8 144.0 1172.0 23,0 271.8 26.6 549.2 151.4 83.0 5964.0 
Dinoaeb 1.8 8.3 10.1 
EPTC 109.2 159.8 76.0 0.3 66.2 60.0 471.5 
EPTC + ll-25788 54.0 349.0 92.0 216.9 27.7 6.6 746.2 
Glyphosate 0.8 1.6 0.3 5.7 8.4 
Lifluron 5.1 40.9 40.5 19.0 0.2 7.6 :13.3 
MCP 22.0 22.0 
MCPA 0.5 5.9 6.4 
Metolachlor 309.7 372.7 81.0 12,8 67.0 68.0 44.0 67.3 4.8 125.3 1152.6 
Metribuzin 2.8 14.5 3.8 21.1 
Paraquat 46.3 17.0 62.1 125.4 
Pendimethalin 45.1 14.1 27.0 4.6 5.0 46.2 142,0 
Pic lor am 0.7 0.7 
Propachlor 417.5 70.3 526.5 48.7 615.0 18.0 275.4 0,5 15.5 232.6 2220.0 
Simazine 297.1 240.1 38.1 181.3 756.6 
2,4,5-T 3.6 9.1 12.7 
Triflura1in 6.1 
18.0:;_/ 
0.4 6.5 
Others b/ 62.6 d/ 80.6 
TOTALS 22819.3 10948.8 26595.0 2643.7 4459.0 9168.5 4255.0 8945.4 437.1 7282.1 l6J4,2 5372.0 104560.8 
a/Includes all acres receiving application of specific herbicide whether single formulation or tank mix combination. 
b/Includes dinitramine, fluchloralin in less than 500 treated acres. 
c/Includes bensulide, lletribuzin, 116noxalin, and 2,4,5-'I, but acreage not indicated. 
!!Includes dalapon, HCPA, metribu&in, pic1oram, triflura1in treatments on less than 500 acres each. Also 171.8 acres treated with chemicals not identified, 
(,/1 
N 
TABLE 27. 
A. INSECTICIDES Illinois Indiana 
Aldrin 
BHC 8.2 
Bufe.ncarb 
Carbaryl 97.3 50.2 
CaJ"bofuran 1708.8 1550.0 
Chlordane 31.5 18.2 
Chlorpyrifos 391.3 81.2 
Diazinon 94.4 17.6 
Dimethoate 
Disulfoton 13.2 3.9 
Endrin 
EPN 
Ethion 
Ethoprop 163.0 87.9 
Fensulfothion 1.1 b/ 
Fonofos 2200.3 620.5 
Heptachlor 2.7 3.8 
Lindane 
Malathion 10.5 l.B 
Methomyl 0.2 
Methyl Parathion 1.1 
Oxydemeton-Methy1 1.0 
Parathion 
Phorate 701.1 60.2 
Propargite 
Terbufos 2512.0 376.5 
Toxaphene 48.7 16.7 
Trichlorfon 1.5 1.3 
Trithion 
Others 
'I'OTAT>S 7978.7 2899.0 
Corn Acreage Treated with Insecticides and Fungicides by State and Peaticid~/ 
Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio 
(1000 Acres) 
0.6 
0.5 
80.6 130.1 c/ 24.0 223.9 9.7 
1569.7 387.1 496.0 ns.o 453.0 1327.5 12.4 945.0 
12.1 21.8 
260.0 4.8 130.0 57.5 42.2 
39.0 47.5 E./ 17.5 34.9 
101.8 65.5 o.s 
69.0 12.7 16.0 
3.6 
69.0 30.0 
23.9 
321.9 105.0 93.0 152.7 1.4 14.7 
6.4 
1862.4 323.5 575.0 538.0 140.0 1245.2 1.2 331.2 
30.4 103.3 35.0 17.5 
13.2 64.8 
11.1 10.0 4.0 
19.7 8.8 31.0 
146.6 2.6 
168.8 187.3 1.1 
1141.7 294.8 67.0 340.0 36,0 875.2 1.8 48.8 
110.9 
1761.0 330.8 82.0 449.0 176.0 954.4 407.8 
21.4 32.5 48.0 27.7 3.1 5,7 
16.0 0,6 
3.6 
n4.oY 62.4 294.4 35.0 128.8 
7188.7 2665.9 1220.0 2284.0 1247.0 5285.9 33.1 1970.0 
S. Dakota Wisconsin 
109.7 413.0 
17.6 
E._ I 
138.2 289.0 
14.4 
74.6 615.0 
26.3 450.0 
8.8 
e./ 
389.6 1767.0 
Total 
0.6 
8.2 
0.5 
615.8 
9710.2 
83.6 
984.6 
250.9 
167.8 
114.8 
3.6 
99.0 
23.9 
939.6 
7.5 
8264.5 
192.7 
--78.0 
3. 4 
l.2 
60.6 
150.2 
371.6 
4256.2 
110.9 
7525.8 
212.6 
19.4 
3.6 
634.6 
34928.9 
Ul 
(,M 
T4JLE 27. (continued) 
B, FUNGICIDES 
~ptan 
C&rbQx1n 
Maocoz.eb 
H4neb 
Thira111 
TOTALS 
Illinois Indiana 
21.8 
0.9 
0.9 
23.6 
C. OTHER CONTROLS Illinois Indiana 
4-AP 
Methiocarb 
TOTALS 
a/ Corn Acreage Treated with Insecticides and Fungicides by State and Pesticide-
Iowa 
Iowa 
Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
10.3 
0.4 
2.9 
13.6 
Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
a/In€1udes all acres receiving application of specific pesticide whether single or mixed formulation. 
~/Acreqe not reported if less than 500 acres .• 
c/Included with others. 
d/Includea -parathion, chlord.ane, diazinon, dioxathion, disulfoton, malathion, aldrin. 
~/Includes 717.8 acres treated but pesticides not specified. 
Ohio 
91.0 
91.0 
Ohio 
14.5 
0.5 
15.0 
s. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
123.1 
0,9 
0.4 
2.9 
0.9 
128.2 
S. Dakota Wisconsin Tot~l 
14.5 
0.5 
15.0 
t/1 
-I>-
TABLE 18. Soybean Acreage Treated with Herbicides by State and Herbicid~/ 
Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S, Dakota Wisconsin Total (1000 Acres) ~·- ·- -
Alachlor 3039.9 1933.7 2477.6 404.9 416.0 1174.0 2852.0 537.1 7.4 1995.6 131.8 129.0 15098.6 Atrazine 42.3 42.3 Barban 0.2 0,2 Bentazon 348.4 363.0 334.4 67.6 35.0 229.0 824.0 38.3 15.2 217.2 11.0 2519.1 Bifenox 28.4 5.8 76.0 22.6 71.0 14.1 217.9 Chlorallben 1402.0 259.9 1026.0 53.3 725.0 1038,0 193.0 97.6 12.3 810.0 7.4 38.0 5662.5 Chlorbr0111uron 6.2 25.7 6.8 14.7 53.4 Chlorprophu 45.8 3.7 266.0 3.7 319.2 Chloroxuron 1.2 1.2 Cyaudne 6.1 1.4 7.5 2,4-D 4.0 74.0 78.0 2,4-DB .. 18.4 7.7 <..o.s 26.6 Dextrone 4.6 4.6 Dicallba <0.5 0.6 1.1 Dinoaeb 5.1 14.3 11.4 30.8 Dinitralline 5.4 4.2 22.8 1.6 2.7 36.7 DlfBP 197.0 197.0 EP!C' 1.5 1.2 2.7 Fluchloralin 169.5 96.8 76.0 1.8 6.2 0.6 35.4 386.3 G!yphoaate 0.4 6.4 15.2 1.2 37.0 11.0 71.2 Linuron 1282.0 935.4 433.2 92.9 377.0 198.0 1431.0 117.4 1.0 1128.5 79.0 6075.4 
Metolach1cn 7.0 37.6 0.1 38.6 83.3 
Hetr1buzin 5029.7 1688,1 3078.0 449.6 208.0 508.0 1909.0 385.9 12.4 1465.1 5.4 46.0 14785.2 
Nap tala• 4.7 174.0 1.6 180.3 Naptalaa & ~inoseb 64.6 133.5 15.2 9.8 62.2 285.3 Oryiaun '!4.3 33.5 15.2 50.8 153.0 17.5 304.3 
Paraquat 76.0 41.0 117.0 
Pendimethalin 72.1 34.2 38.0 38.5 14.4 2.2 57.4 256.8 
Peno-lin 39.0 39.0 
Profluralin 160.9 58.3 478.8 43.7 132.0 143.0 53.7 10.1 26.7 6.0 1113.2 Propachlor 4.3 4.3 
Simazine 2.9 2.9 
Triallate 0.5 0.5 
Tdquralin 5817.3 1454.1 4385.2 551.2 122.0 1763.0 2003.0 331.6 122.7 713.9 83.2 27.0 17374.2 
Verno late 143.7 17.8 53.2 80.o~/ 6.1 51.¢1 220.8 Others 12.7 144.1 
TOTALS - 17761.8 7181.1 12790.8 1796.3 1883.0 5042.0 10221.0 1594.9 188.6 6633.2 27~8_ ~ _ _»6.0. - 6570L5 
a/Data reported are for each individual pesticide applied either separately or in combination on the same acreage. 
~/Includes benaulide, vernolate, fluometuron, MSMA, Ch1orobromuron, dinitramine, phenmedipham, cyanazine, and sodium chlorate used on leas than 0.5% of the 
acreage for any specific herbicide. 
£/Includes all other acreage treated With any pesticide not specified. 
(/1 
(/1 
TABLE 29. Soybean Acreage Treated with Insecticidep and Fungicides by State and Pesticide!/ 
A~ INSECTICIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Hichiga~/ Mtwnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S. D~~ota Wisconsin Total 
(1000 Acres) 
Aeepbate 
Adnpboa Methyl 
Carbaryl 
Cerbofuraa 
Carbopbenothion 
Chlorpyr1fos 
Diad.non 
Di•tboate 
EthopTop 
Fonofos 
Lindane 
Malathioa 
MetholiiJl 
}fetbo~cblor 
Methyl Parathioa 
Parathion 
Toxapheae 
Others 
20.8 
25.5 
0.2 
11.6 
5.4 
2.2 
2.4 
20.2 
0.9 
1.1 
85.9 
5.2 
1.2 
<0.5 
<0.5 
3.2 
1.4 
2.0 
0.9 
1.7 
1.4 
E. I 2.8 
1.2. 
2.2 
6.6 
15.3 
2.5 
d/ 
:ff.o 213.(}~/ 
22.4 
25.7 
34.0 
3.5 
0.8 
6.5 
0.8 
15.6 
0.9 
4.4 
4.7 
,(0.5 
'tOTALS 88.3 105.9 30.6 3l.O _ l13.0 82.1 _ 11.6 26.1 , 
~Cicmu=u illinois Indiana Iowa __ Kansas Michigan~/ Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
Beno111Jl 12.6 
Cap tan 49.9 
Carboxin 24.1 
Maneb 3.5 
Thiraa 20.0 
TOTALS 106.6 3.5 
~/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied either separately or in combination on the same acreage. 
b/Data not reported. 
~/Carbaryl used on 18,200 acres of soybeans, sor~num, and wheat but no acreage designation or each. 
d/Included with others. 
Ohio S. Dakota Wiscondn 
3.7 
60.2 
8.6 
72.5 
0.9 
21.9 
152.2 
31.8 
1.2 
0.1 
4.9 
16.0 
5.4 
4.7 
3.5 
7.1 
4.4 
0.9 
1.7 
6.6 
43.4 
283.3 
590.6 
Total 
16.3 
110.1 
24.1 
3.5 
28.6 
182.6 
e/Iftcludes carbofuran. ehl~rpyrifos, chlordimeform, ualathion, dioxathion, toxaphene, dicofol, dimethoate, £onofos, ~arathion, methyl parathion, carbaryl, 
-and demet~n uaed on leiS than 0.5% of planted Fcreage for any specific insecticide. 
!/Involves mostly seed treatment. 
til 
(]\ 
TAIL! 30. 
A, HERB lCIDES Illinoi.;!/, hdiana 
" 
I 
Atra&ine iCO.S 
Barb~ 
BroJIIOXJI\U 
Cyana&ine 
2,4-D 24.3 
2,4-DB 0.7 
Dextrone 0.7 
Diallat& 
1)1c.tltba 12~6 
Dlclofop 
Difen&oquat 
Clyplloaate .1.3 HCfA .. 13.1 
Paraquat 
Pic lora• 
PTof~ul'&~ 
Ptopallil . 
Triillate 
Trifluralin 
Others 
TOTALS 53.2 
B. INSECTICIDES ll11no1.J!.f Indiana 
Azinphos-llletbyl 0.7 
Carbaryl 
Chlordane 
Dimethoate 
Endrin 
Heptachlor 
L!nltane .. 
Malathion 2.7 
Hethyl Parathion 
Wheat Acreage Treated vith Pesticide& by State and Pesticide!/ 
Iowa Kansas Michiqn MiMe sot a Missoari Nebnska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
67.7y 14.#1 
~ ;108.0 1(31.4 
23. 2d/ U-1.0' 3h9 
4.aa-, 2.7· 11.25.6=- 45.0 1164.0 40.0 201.l! 7371".4 
11.9 
2.7 124.0 310.0 12.1 201.9 
1.5 
1;1.1 
3.S. 
. 16.5 
2.sY 
. 1024.0 966.9 
233.5 
4.2 
11.4 
'313.0 771.1 
387.1 
9.1 51.4 34.8 
14.5 1348.1 61.5 3230.0 40.0 279.6 10510.9 
Iowa Kansa~_HichiMn .. Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
E_/ 2.0 1.6 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 I 1.2 
467.# 
5n.rt1 145.2=-1 .. 
7.3 7.1 2.5 
o:4 3.2 7.8 
Ohio S. Dakota 
3~:8 1613.3 
1.5 
9.8 13.3 
3.4 
9.1 68.4 
30.9 
63.6 1725.9 
Ohio s. Dakota 
<0.5 
1.8 
0.7 
1.8 
7.2 
9.3 
Wisconsin!/ Total 
~2.5 
739.4 
167.1 
4.8 
11627.9 
2.2 
0.7 
11.9 
686.4 
1.5 
41.1 
&.5 
2098.0 
2.8 
Z64.4 
4.2 
17.4 
1084.1 
387.1 
95.3 
17327.3 
Wisconsi~/ Total 
<1.2 
5.4 
2.7 
1.0 
2.2 
467.0 
720.9 
26.8 
20.7 
(./1 
" 
TABLE 30. (continued) Wheat Acrease Treated w:Lth :Pesticides b:£ State and Pesticide!./ 
I, lH$ECTICIDES .. Ill1no1~/ Indiana Iowa Kansas M:lchil!an Minnesota MillfiOUd Nebraska 
1000 Acres) 
Parathi:en 14.7 3.2 
Phorate 7.1 
Thiodan 6.7 
Toxaphene 74.9 1.6 
Others 86.4 38.0 1.2 
TOTAl.$ 3.4 0.4 809.4 38.0 23.0 
c-:-FUJIGICIDES lllinoia!!/ Indiana Iowa l<ansas Missouri Nebraska 
e/ 
Capt an 8.5 518.1 
Carboxin 28.6 1189,0 
Hexachlorobenzene 848.8 
MAnl:oaeb 
Maneb 7.7 677.5 
Merc:ury 
Terraaole 140.1 
nu.ru 25.1 75~1 
Others 744.9 
TOTALS 69.9 4193.5 
a/Data reported for individual pesticides applied either separately or in combination on the same acreage. 
b/Included with data for small grains. 
N. Dakota 
11.7 
597.9 
N. Dakota 
2.0 
36.9 
35.1 
0.5 
609.0 
98.0 
36.9 
16.2 
834.6 
Ohio S. Dakota Wilconetnl!-1 Total 
17.9 
48.6 55.6 
6,7 
<0.5 88.7 
125.6 
21.8 48.6 1542.5 
Ohio S, Dakota Wisconsin!/ Total 
17.6 546.2 
1~54.5 
5.5 889.4 
0.5 
1294.2 
98.0 
140.1 
649.oi' 
137.1 
1410.1 
23.1 649.0 5770.1 
£/18,200 acres of wheat, soybean, sorghum, alfalfa and corn iand t~eated with carbaryl for g~asshopper contro1 but no breakdown in specific acreage. 
d/Used on wheat fallow or stubble plus 112,000 pounds a.i. of 2,4-D used on wheat fallow. 
e/Involves wheat seed treatment and thus acres planted with treated seed. Lindane treated seed on 66,600 acres and heptachlor treated seed on 227,200 acres. 
f/Seed treatment with captan and maneb. 
itincludes all other acreage treated but no pesticide identification indicated, 
(/1 
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TAIL! 31. 
A. B!UICIDES Illinois~/ Indiana 
Auad,ne 3.9 2.0 
aarban 
Bt'OIIOJlyftil 
Butylate o.s 
Chlorallben 
2.4-D 52.5 11.6 
2.4-DB 1.3 
Diallau 
Dicaaba 9.5 <' o.s 
Diclofop 
Difenzoquat 
Glyphosate 
MCPA 1.4 7.4 
Paraquat 
Picloru 
Profluralin 
Propanil 
Triallate 
Trifluralin 0.7 2.3 
Others 
TOTALS 68.Q 25.6 
B. INSECTICIDg$ _ I.Uinoisl!-1 Indiana 
Azinpbos-u:ethyl 0.9 
Carbaryl 3.2 
Carbofuran 
Chlordane 
Dimethoate 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Lindane 
Malathion 1.3 1.1 
Methidathion 
Small Grains Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide!/ 
Iowa Kansas£/ Michigan Minnesota Missouri£/ Nebraska N. Da}(ota 
(1000 Acres) 
172.0 171.0 
14.7 
61.7 160.0 875.0 58.6 1740.5 
0.7 
24.0 25.2 
0.2 
25.8 
1.0 
15.3 96.0 853.0 802.3 
48.8 
1.2 
0.6 
197.0 195.2 
30.8 5.6 
83.5d/ 
15.7-
131.8 256.0 2097.0 64.2 3126.4 
Iowa Kansa~/ Michisan Minnesota Missouri£/ Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
0.5 22.0 2.2 0.2 
5.5 
2.9 
1.2 8.2~1 
24s.r#-' 
1.2 2.6 
Ohio S. Dakota 
2.3 
86.4 847.2 
10.7 
20.9 13.7 
<;0.5 
31.4 302.9 
2.4 
152.3 1166.1 
Ohio S. Dakota 
2.2 
4.1 
'(0.5 
5.2 
9.2 
0.9 
~iaconsi~/ Total 
5.9 
343.0 
14.7 
0.5 
2.3 
139.0 4032.5 
12.0 
0.7 
93.8 
0.2 
25.8 
1.5 
132.0 2241.7 
2.4 
48.8 
1.2 
0.6 
392.2 
86.5 
5~.1 
271.0 7358.4 
Wisconsi~/ Total 
3.1 
32.2 
5.5 
2.9 
1.7 
8.2 
251.1 
15.4 
0.9 
Ul 
1.0 
TABLE 31. (eontin~) 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Methoxychlor 
Methyl Parathion 
Parathion 
Toxaphene 
Others 
TOTALS 
Il1inoi~/ Indiana 
10.1 6.2 
14.6 8.2 
a/ Sllll.ll Grains Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide-
Iowa Kansa~/ Michigan Minnesota _1'fi_s~ouri.=_/ Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio s. Da~ta Viseonai~/ Total 
(1000 Acres) 
<0.5 .C:0.5 
2.5 6.2 8.7 
8.6 o.s 9.1 
39.0 2.4 7.5 1.5 66.7 
9.0 2.9 11.9 
0.5 22.0 48.0 24.0 269.8 30.8 417.9 
C, FUNGICIDES I111noi~/ Indiana Iowa Kansas=-/ Michigan Minnesota Missouri.=_/ Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio s. Dakota Wiaconsi~/ Total ~--=---- ---------------------uooo Acres) 
0.8 capt an 
CArboxin 
'Kaneb 
Mercury 
Thiram 
Others 
TOTALS 0.8 
a/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied either separately or in combination on 
b/lncludes wheat. 
18.9 
254.1 
19.5 
18.9f/ 
3.1-
314.5 
the same acreage. 
8.2 9.0 
18.9 
254.1 
19.5 
322./)./ 
18.9 
325.5 
8.2 322.4 645.9 
c/Data not reported. 
d/Ine1udea unspecified small acreage using metribuzin, chloramben, propanil, sodium chlorate, barban, EPTC, tria1late, glyphoaate, cyanazine, and unknown. 
e/Used as seed treatment in combination with maneb, 
f/Includes TCMTB. 
i/Includes all other acreage treated but no specific pesticide indentification indicated. 
0'> 
0 
TABLE 32. 
A. amteiDEs lllinoi~/ !3Jd!ana 
Bene fin 
BenHuralin 1.3 
Diclllaba <0.5 
DiurQJ~. 
2,4-D 
2,4-DI .0.9 
EPTC 1.7 
Glyphosate 
MGPA 
Hetribuzin 
Paraquat 
Picloru 
Proflural:ln 
Pronaaide 0.7 
Prophaa 
Siaaz.me 3.6 
Terbad.l 
Others 
TOTALS 8.7 
B. INSECTICIDES lllinoi~j Indiana 
Alfa-toxs/ 
Azinpboe:iaethyl 
BHC 0.5 
Carbaryl 26.5 
Carbofuran 8.8 
Diaz:inon 7.4 
Dimetboate 1.1 
M 6o M g/ 8.2 
Malathion 7.7 
Hethidathion 15.1 
Methoxychlor 8.1 
Alfalfa Acreage Treated with Pesticides bx State and Pesticide ~/ 
Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
sJ 
3.0 1.8 
1.8 
0.6 0.5 
1.9 3.0 2.8 
• 3.0 0.1 
<0.1 
4.7 2.8 
7.6. 
38.4 10.8 
1.2 u.o~Y 3.7 
59.2 6.0 13.0 19.1 3.5 
Iowa Kansas Micbgian Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
29.0 
4.2 23.0 3.0 
0.5 8.5 78.0 21.0 21.8 0.3 
2.0 57.8 64.0 50.0 23.1 
3.7 
4.9 3.6 
4.8 14.9 21.0 43.1 0.4 
7.9 16.0 
3.3 4.0 
Ohio S. Dakota 
4.0 
0.9 7 .o 
15.1 
3.8 
< 0.5 
1.5 
4.0 
0.5 
3.6 
3.0 
<.0,5 
37.4 7.0 
Ohio S. Dakota 
28.0 
10.7 
30.1 
17.1 
23.1 
19.4 
15.5 
31.0 
16.6 
Wisconsi~/ Totac 
8.8 
1.3 
<0.5 
1.8 
9.0 
16.0 
13.2 
""0.5 
3.1 
1.5 
4.0 
<0.1 
8.0 
4.3 
7.6 
55.8 
:.7 
16.7 
153.9 
Wisconsi~/ Total 
57.0 
40.9 
0.5 
186.7 
222.8 
ll.l 
32.7 
27.6 
107.4 
70.0 
32.0 
0' 
f-' 
'hiiZ ». {ct~~Ki.Que4) Alfalfa Aere.,e Treated with ¥tatic1des by St1te and Peatie1dg!1 
• 
.:-nrS!t'l'lciDIS · llltnoJ}i/ Iftd:lana Iowa l.anaas Mlasouri ·Nebraska M. Dakota Ohio s. Dakota Wlscona~/ Total 
Hedafl Parathion 5.0 23.0 36.0 11.0 
Jfevf.Dpba 0.5 
PaNthiorl 1.7 11.5 32.0 61.1 t.O 7.3 30.3 
Pho-t 1.9 17.0 0.8 
TrtchlorfCIIl 0.8 (0.5 
=:-:-- _ ~ ~- -~-- _______ }_._i_ . _l.O . .1::~/ 6•5 ~:~ 2::~/ 
'IOTAI4 90.1 36.3 150.3 165.0 1.0 .218.0 159.2 
a/Data wepoTte4 for each indi~ual pesticide applied either separatelJ or tn eoabination on the .... acreage. 
b/Data taelullecl with other bay. 
4.4 21!.6 65.7 
e/Data 110t TepOrted. 
d/Leee thaD 0.5% of acrup treated with any specific herbicide including benef1n 1 c;hloraben. BPTC. paraquat. Pt:Oflural:l.n. •t•zine. aDd 2.4-D. 
e/Leaa thaD 0.5% of acreap treated with any specific insectid.de.includin& chlorobenzilatet d:lazinon. dbaetbo1te, endosulfan. EPN, aDd lllethOllfl• 
iE/IDcludea all other acreage treated but type of treat.ent nor apecific pesticide not identified. iJ So• atatea preferred t"eporting the pesticide as tbe collbination pxoduct vbile otbexs reported Alfa-tox as the .sepa:rate cliazinon and Etboxychlor 
constituents and K & K as •lathion and methoxychlor. 
75.0 
0.5 
144.9 
19.7 
1.3 
20.4 
51.1 
1101.6 
(j\ 
N 
TAIL! 33. Other Hay Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide!/ 
b/ c/ c/ ~/ b/ A. BERBJCIDES Illifto~ Indiana Iowa !ansa~ Michigan- Minnesota Missouri Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio S, Dakota Wisconsin- Total 
Mit role 
Atru:lne, 
BeiUifiA 
Chlorpropball 
2,4-D 
2,4 .. DB 
Dic.ulba 
EPTC 
G1ypbosate 
ta'A 
Metribu&iA 
1'araquat 
Piclor• 
ProfluraliA 
PrODuide 
Siu&iAe 
2,4,5-T 
Others 
TOTALS 
B, IMSECTICitiES 
: 
2.1 
1.5 
4.7 
0.7 
2.9 
0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
3.5 
0.4 
16.4 
2.6 
1.0 
(0.5 
~o.5 
4.6 
Il11Aoi.!1 Indiana 
0.1 
0.1 
2.6 
2.8 
Iowa 
(1000 Acres) 
7.0 
7.0 
24.0 
17.0d/ 
7.<F 
48.0 
Xa.nsarf?-1 Michiaan~/ Minnesota Missouri 
nooo Acres 
8.3 
0.8 
0.2 
9.8 
0.1 
19.2 
Hebraa~/ N. Dakota 
(0.5 
o.s 
~.2 7.3 
2.7 
<0.5 
o.s 
0.7 
6.9 7.3 
Ohio s. Dakota 
<.o.5 
2.1 
1.5 
0.5 
55.2 
3.4 
1.6 
2.9 
1.1 
0.9 
0.2 
0.9 
10.3 
0.1 
3.5 
0.9 
17.0 
9.6 
112.2 
Vi~Cons~/ Total 
AI fa ""t.tXr./ 1!/ 0. 7 }J/ u • 7 
Aainphos-metby1 0.7 ~.7 
Carbaryl 101.3 0.5 1.0 102.8 
Carbofuran 18.1 18.1 
Diazinon 17.9 21.0 38.9 
Dibroa 0.4 0.4 
M & H g/ 88.7 <0.5 1.6 90,8 
Kalatbl® 1.1 0.9 0,7 4,4 25.0 32.1 
Methidathion 2.0 <0.5 2.5 40.0 45.0 
Metho!J'cblor 17.9 2.0 21,.0 40.9_ 
0\ 
(J;l 
TAIL! 33. (continued) Other Hay Acreage Trea~ed with Pesticidea by State and Pesticide!/ 
l. INSECT!CIDES b/ c/ c/ c/ b/ Illinois- Indiana Iowa Kansas- Michigan- Minnesota Missouri Nebraska- N. Dakota Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin- Total 
MethYl ¥aratbion 
Mevinphos 
Parathion 
Pbballl!t 
Toxaphene 
Others 
TOTALS 
3.0 
0.7 
0.1 
250.8 1.9 
(1000 Acres) 
0.4 
32.0~_/ 0.7 
1.2 32,0 1.5 
~/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied either separately or in combination on the same acreage. 
b/Includes all bay. 
c/Data included with alfalfa hay. 
(0.5 
'( 0.5 
0.5 
31.8!/ 
14.4 31.8 107.0 
if/Less than 0.5% of acreage treated with any specific herbicides including flyphosate, picloram, and profluralin. 
~/Leas than 0.5% of acreage treated with any specific in~ecticide inqluding azinpbos-methyl,,carbaryl, csrbofuran, dimetboate, dicofol, mala~hion, 
uethyl parathion, parathion, and toxaphene. 
f/lncludes all other acreages treated, but type of treatment and specific pesticide not identified. ji/Some states preferred reporting the pesticide as the combination product while others reported Alfa-tox as the separate diazinon and methoxychlor 
constituents and M & Mas malathion and methoxychlor. 
h/Acreage reported for diazinon and methoxychlor. 
3.5 
(0.5 
0.9 
0.7 
0.8 
63.8 
440.6 
Q\ 
+::-
'rAIU 34. Paature and Rangeland Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide!/ 
A. RERBICm!S lllinoia Indiana Iowa Kansas Michisanl2.1 Minnesota Missouri~ Nebraska N. Dakota Ohio s .. Dakota Wiscouin Total 
(1000 Acres) 
--.u 0.9 0.9 
AttaaSne 1.5 1.5 
lleatazon 0.4 0.7 1.1 
1,4-D 37.0 439.2 2306.7 96.0 426.0 983.4 172.6 24.2 145.1 36.0 4666.2 
2.lt-DB 64.0 s.s 3.6 73.1 
DicMba 4.1 18.6 80.5 29.8 185.6 13.2 12.4 1.7 345.9 
Clnhosate 0.6 0.7 0.3 1.6 
JI:!A 8.8 8.8 
Paraquat 5.7 5.7 
Pic lor• 0.1 0.9 0.6 89.5 81.2 12.4 184.7 
SU'WeX 2.0 24.2 26.2 
S!Mabae 3.9 o.s 4.4 
2.4.5-T 4.6 1.3 719.8 158.0 I <0.1 3.8 
uo.,P 887.6 Othen 50.3 134.cF 163.0 5.4 563.3 
TOTALS 79.3 63.8 572.6 3082.0 96.0 718.0 1421.5 281.6 62.8 0357.4 36.0 6771.0 
1 
~~ DISECTICIDES Ulinoia Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan~/ Minnesota Missouri~/ Nebraska H. Dakota Ohio s. Dakota Wiec:onsin Total (1000 Acres) 
Carbaryl 9.6 16.0 25.6 
Dt.ethoate 0.7 0.1 
H'H 5.0 5.0 
Malatbi.Dil 0.1 129.9 130.0 
1fethidath101l 1.8 1.8 
Methyl Parathioa 0.4 0.4 
ParathiOD 15.2 21.9 37.1 
Phos•t 0.3 0.3 
Toxaphene 7.1 1.7 
186.o!1 
6.5 15.3 
Others 60.0 246.0 
TOTALS 20.0 1.7 186.0 227.6 5.0 21.9 462.2 
a/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied separately or in combination on the same acreage. 
b/Also includes idle and other land, fence rows, and ditches. 
e/Lesa than 0.51 of acreage treated with any apec:ifi.e herbicide including atrazine, cyanadne, dicamba, glyphosate, MCPA, pieloram, a~acblor, and trifluralin 
d/Inseetieidea include darbaryl. carbofuran. dimethoate, JDillathion, parathion. toxaphene, and matholnyl. 
~/Includes all other treataents but type of treatment and specific peaticide not identified. 
()'\ 
1./1 
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TABLE 35. Tobacco Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide!/ 
A. HERBICIDES 
Bene fin 
Benfluralin 
2,4-D 
Diphenamid 
EPTC 
Pebulate 
Simazine 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Acephate 
Carbaryl 
Carbofuran 
Diazinon 
Dimethoate 
Disu1foton 
Malathion 
Methidathion 
Trichlorfon 
Others 
TOTALS 
C. OTHER CHEMICALS 
Maleic Hydrazide 
Growth Regulator~/ 
TOTALS 
Indiana 
1.9 
< o.s 
<2.4 
Indiana 
1.7 
1.1 
< 0.5 
<C o.s 
< 0.5 
1.4 
<0.5~/ 
Indiana 
0.8 
0.8 
Ohio (looo Acres) 
3.4 
(. 0.5 
< o.s 
( 0.5 
1.2 
<o.s 
~6.6 
Ohio 
(1000 Acres) 
co.s 
2.4 
(0.5 
0.6 
l.l 
<0.5 
(0.5 
(.6.1 . 
Ohio 
(1000 Ar.res) 
6.8 
6.8 
Wisconsin 
3.5 
1.7 
0.6 
5.8 
Wisconsin 
2.8 
1.3 
4.1 
Wisconsin 
6.0 
6.0 
Total 
6.9 
1.9 
(0.5 
(2.2 
<Lo 
1.8 
< 0.5 
(14.8 
Total 
<0.5 
4.1 
(1.6 
(3.9 
1.3 
(1.6 
<LO 
1.4 
(0.5 
(0.5 
<16.4 
Total 
7.6 
6.0 
a/Data reported for all i~ividual ~esticides.applied either separately or in combination 
- on the same acreage. 
b/Includes andosulfan, fonofos, metho~l, methyl bromide, and methyl parathion. 
~/Identity not indicated. 
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TABLE 36. Sugarbeet Acreage Treated with Peeticidea by State and Pesticide!/ 
A. HERBICIDES Michigan Minnesota N. Dakota Ohio Total 
(1000 Acres) 
Bar ban 30.0 12.7 42.7 
Cycloate 11.0 6.0 1.4 18.4 
2.4-D 2.0 2.0 
Dalapon 24.0 14.5 38.5 
Desmedipham 16.0 30.7 4.6 51.3 
Diallate 80.0 48.7 128.7 
Diethaty1 0.1 0.1 
Endothall 13.0 2.9 7.1 23.0 
EPTC 201.0 103.0 3.8 307.8 
Ethofumesate 4.0 4.0 
Phenmedipham 8.0 8.9 4.8 21.7 
Pyrazon 86.0 15.7 23.6 125.3 
Triallate 7.1 7.1 
Trichloracetic Acid 71.0 23.7 23.9 118.6 
Trifluralin 1.8 3.8 5.6 
Others 0.6 0.6 
TOTALS 209.0 335.0 27§.4 73.0 895.4 
B. INSECTICIDES Michigan Minnesota N .• Dakota Ohio Total 
(1000 Acres) 
Aldicarb 37.0 21.9 58.9 
Carbaryl 0.3 .( 0.5 <.0.8 
Diazinon 2.5 2.5 
Fonofos 30.0 16.5 46.5 
Phorate 2.8 2.8 
Terbufos 29.0 24.6 53.6 
Toxaphene 0.1 0.1 
Trichlorfon 0.2 0.2 
Others 6.0 6.0 
TOTALS 102.0 68.9 0.5 171.4 
c. FUNGICIDES Michigan Minnesota N. Dakota Ohio Total 
(1000 Acres) 
Benomyl 0.3 2.4 2.7 
Copper Hydroxide 1.2 1.2 
Mancozeb 0.7 o. 7 
Thiabendazole 2.7 2.7 
Triphe~-~roxide 8.1 8.1 
TOTALS 13.0 2.4 15.4 
!~./Data reported for all individual pesticides applied either separately or in combination 
on the same acreage. 
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TABLE 37. Sorghum Acreage Treated with Peaticidea by State and Pesticide!/ 
A. HERBICIDES Iowa Kansas Missouri Nebraska S. Dakota Total 
(1000 Acres) 
Alachlor 6.4 11.0 17.4 
Atrazine 4.5 2079.4 706.0 1073.9 3863.8 
Cyanazine 94.3 9.0 20.7 124.0 
2.4-D 1.5 72.0 270.5 89.6 433.6 
Dicamba 34.7 34.7 
Glyphosate 2.7 2.7 
Linuron 4.5 4.5 
Propazine 651.5 11.4 662.9 
Propachlor 3.0 1074.0 332.0 856.2 41.1 2306.3 
'l'erbutryn 381.3 16.0b/ 33.s!!-1 397.3 Others 8.4 13.().":- 29.2 84.1 
TOTALS 28.3 4317.9 1159.0 2261.9 164.2 7931.3 
B. INSECTICIDES Iowa Kansas Missout:.:l. Nebraska s. Dakota Total 
(1000 Acres) 
Carbaryl s./ 126.6 26.0 13.1 165.7 
Carbofuran 129.8 9.0 53.6 192.4 
Demeton 4.1 4.1 
Dimethoate 16.5 25.9 9.1 51.5 
Disulfoton 380.4 116.2 496.6 
Fonofos 5.6 5.6 
Heptachlor 731.0 23.0 754.0 
Lindane 64.0 64.0 
Malathion 35.2 3.3 38.5 
Methyl Parathion 2.2 2.2 
Oxydemeton-Methyl 7.3 7.3 
Parathion 268.6 165.5 434.1 
I'horate 188.8 81.7 270.5 
Sulfoton 7.0 7.0 
Terbufos 3.0 3.0 
Toxaphene 112.0 13.0b/ 125.0 
Others 239.2 25.0.::.. _9. 9 274.1 
--------
TOTALS 3.0 2305.7 103.0 474.8 9.1 2895.6 
a/Data ·reported for each individuar pestic±de apyl~ed either separately or in combination 
- on the same acreage. 
~/Less than 0.5% of acreage treated with any specific pesticide. Other herbicides include 
chloramben, linuron, paraquat, metribuzin, and crifluralin. Other insecticides include 
diazinon, dimethoate, methomyl, chlorpyrifos, malathion, and parathion. 
~/18,200 acres of sorghum, soybeans, wheat, alfalfa and corn treated for grasshopper control 
but no designation of individual acreages. 
~/Includes all other acrea2e treated but tyPe of treatment and specific pesticide not indicated. 
TABLE 38. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Alachlor 
'Bentazon 
Chloramben 
2.4-D 
Diallate 
Dinitramine 
Dinoaeb 
EPTC 
Linpron 
,Profluralin 
Triallate 
Trifluralin 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Disulfoton 
Lindane 
Toxaphene 
Others 
TOTALS 
C. FUNGICIDES 
Benomyl 
Capt an 
Copper Hydroxide 
Mancozeb 
Maneb 
Zineb 
TOTALS 
Dri Bean Acreage Treated with Pesticides bi State and Pesticide!/ 
Michigan 
25.0 
160.0 
40.0 
20.5 
471.0 
26.0 
330.0 
1072.5 
Michigan 
16.0 
16.0 
Michigan 
(1000 Acres) 
(1000 .Acres) 
(1000 .Acres) 
N. Dakota 
1.0 
0.6 
2.3 
0.1 
0.1 
1.7 
26.9 
0.1 
6.2 
2.2 
73.1 
114.3 
N. Dakota 
o.-J!-1 
0.4 
0.2 
O.B 
N. Dakota 
19.6 
Total 
26.0 
0.6 
162.3 
0.1 
0.1 
41.7 
20.5 
497.9 
0.1 
32.2 
2.2 
403.1 
1186.8 
Total 
16.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
Total 
1.4 
0.2 
1.7 
3.0 
12.9 
0.4 
19.6 
~/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied either separately or in combination 
on the same acreage. 
b/Seed treatment. 
~/Includes 1.600 acres reported for seed treatment. 
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TABLE 39. 
A. HERBICIDES 
Asulam 
Barb an 
Bromoxynil 
2,4-D 
Dalapon 
Diallate 
Dicamba 
EPTC 
MCPA 
Triallate 
Trifluralin 
Others 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Toxaphene 
Others 
TOTALS 
C. FUNGICIDES 
HCB 
Lindane 
Maneb 
TOTALS 
Flax Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide!/ 
Minnesota 
16.0 
31.0 
100.0 
147.0 
Minnesota 
4.0 
4.0 
Minnesota 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acree) 
4.5 
0.3 
11.6 
34.3 
0.7 
8.7 
38.3 
126.7 
16.7 
14.9 
2.6 
259.3 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
1.2 
1.2 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
E_/ 
2.1 
19.0 
21.1 
42.2 
S. Dakota 
6.6 
69.7 
76.3 
s. Dakota 
49.ol:!./ 
49.0 
s. Dakota 
Total 
16.0 
4.5 
0.3 
11.6 
71.9 
0.7 
8.7 
38.3 
296.4 
16.7 
14.9 
2.6 
482.6 
Total 
1.2 
53.0 
54.2 
Total 
2.1 
19.0 
21.1 
42.2 
a/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied either separately or in combination 
- on the same acreage. 
~/Includes all other acreage treated but no specific pesticide indicated. 
~/Seed treatment only, lindane + HCB in combination with maneb. 
TABLE 40. Sunflower Acreage Treated with Pesticides by State and Pesticide!/ 
A. HERBICIDES 
Alachlor 
Barb an 
Chloramben 
Cyanazine 
Diallate 
Dinitramine 
EPTC 
nuch1oralin 
G1y?hosate 
Pendimethalin 
Profluralin 
Triflura1in 
Triallate 
Others 
TOTALS 
B. INSECTICIDES 
Endosulfan 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Lindane 
Malathion 
Methidathion 
Methyl Parathion 
Toxaphene 
Others 
TOTALS 
C. &EED TREATMENT 
Capt an 
Maneb 
TOTALS 
D. OTHER CHEMICALS 
4-AP 
Paraquat 
Sodium Chlorate 
TOTALS 
Minnesota 
18.0 
63.0 
484.0 
565.0 
Minnesota 
15.0 
32.0 
47.0 
Minnesota 
Minnesota 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
2.7 
4.4 
24.4 
0.9 
1.7 
20.0 
304.8 
2.0 
3.8 
0.6 
125.2 
1365.~ 
53.1 
16.4 
1925.6 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
b/ 6.2b/ 
76.4-
9.9 6.a 
32.6 
0.3 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
72.6 
10.0 
82.6 
N. Dakota 
(1000 Acres) 
1.5 
48.7 
0.8 
51.0 
S. Dakota 
33.9 
33.9 
S. Dakota 
4.2 
6.1 
10.3 
S. Dakota 
S. Dakota 
4s.f!F1 
45.9 
71 
Total 
2.7 
4.4 
42.4 
0.9 
1.7 
20.0 
367.8 
2.0 
3.8 
0.6 
125.2 
1883.5 
53.1 
16.4 
2524.5 
Total 
15.0 
6.2 
76.4 
4.2 
16.0 
6.8 
64.6 
0.3 
189.5 
Total 
72.6 
10.0 
82.6 
Total 
45.9 
1.5 
48.7 
0.8 
96.9 
a/Data reported for each individual pesticide applied either separately or· 1n combination 
on the same acreage. 
b/Used~or seed treataent in combination with eaptan and/or aaneb. 
c/Includea all other acreage treated but no treatment nor pesticide identification indicated. 
TABLE 41. 
HEJUIICIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa 
A1achlor 12838.3 9159.3 16344.9 
Ametryn 7.0 
Aaulam 
Atrazine 12932.8 7936.6 5966.2 
Barban 
Bene fin 
Benfluralin 8.1 
Bentazon 268.9 373.2 334.7 
Bifenox 36.4 8.9 95.8 
Bro1110xyn1l 
Butylate 14453.0 3327.6 9454.9 
Ch1orallben 1442.2 291.7 1051.1 
Ch1orbro11Ul'on 4.3 28.3 
Ch1orpropbam 117.3 7.4 284.2 
Ch1oroxuron 1.5 . -
Cyanazine 2049.4 635.4 6027.3 
Cyc1oate 
2,4:-D 999.8 213.4 1645.5 
2,4-DB 2.3 6.6 
Da1apon 
Desmediphaa 
Dextrone 6.2 
Diallate 
Dicalllba 230.8 110.5 759.1 
Diclofop 
Diethaty1 
Difenzoquat 
Dinitramine 2.4 4.7 11.4 
Dinoseb 21.1 29:7 
Diphenamid 
Diu ron 
DNBP 
Endothal1 
EPTC 3)9.7 623.1 
EPTC + R.-25788 ' 264.0 
Ethof-sate 
Summary of He~icide Usage by State and Herbicid~/ 
Kansas Michiaan Minneaota Missourik/ Nebraska N. Dakota~/ 
(1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
1502.9 2791.0 9059.0 6991.0 4262.0 210.3 
33.4 
3770.0 3349.0 3053.0 3918.0 7250.8 93.6 
341.4 168.4 
3.4 2.0 
67.6 60.0 229.0 799.0 38.3 10.9 
37.2 67.0 
7.7 55.5 12.6 
878.9 1091.0 3129.0 654.0 1849.9 4.7 
106.6 205.0 1372.2 264.0 182.8 31.3 
8.6 
371.9 840.0 2260.5 671.0 1054.0 160.3 
100.0 6.7 
5168.1 184.7 1512.5 881.0 572.7 3942.7 
0.6 
97.7 118.4 
7.0 15.2 
104.5 
95.1 46.0 342.0 5.0 95.8 50.2 
1.3 
0.1 
41.7 
0.8 92.0 11.7 
49.0 
2.9 
167.0 
3.0 1.4 1.8 
1639.0 306.0 !156.3 269.0 770.0 1300.0 
95.7 
3.0 
Ohio S. Dakota 
7073.7 1106.2 
0.9 
4451.0 14.9 
7.2 
251.9 
16.9 
1775.4 84.4 
981.3 14.5 
18.5 
4.2 
1142.4 32.6 
4.2 
321.3 1454.9 
29.1 
0.7 
145.0 :\5.2 
30.2 
368.6 23.8 
Wisconsin 
3036.0 
4410.0 
4.6 
16.0 
782.0 
726.0 
154.0 
53.0 
7.5 
238.0 
Total 
74374.6 
7.9 
33.4 
573.46.1 
509,8 
17.2 
8.1 
2449.5 
262.2 
75.8 
37483.8 
5942.7 
59.7 
413.1 
1.5 
15970.8 
110.9 
17050.6 
38.6 
216.1 
22.9 
6,2 
104.5 
1967.7 
1.3 
0.1 
41.7 
123.0 
130.0 
7.5 
2.9 
167.0 
6.2 
6733.8 
359.7 
3.0 
"'-l 
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TAJL! 41. (continued) Summary of Herbicide Usage by Stat~ and Herbicide!! 
!!_ER!tCIDES- Illinoie lndiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri~/ Nebraska 
{1000 lbs. Active Ingredient) 
N_. Ilakot~/ Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
fli1Chlora11n 130.5 119.1 91.2 1.8 5.6 o.s 4~.4 !_/ 390.1 Yluo•turon 89.0 I 89.0 Clyphosate o.s 14.7 15.2 19.3 92.0 7.7 28.0 177.7 
Linuron 684.7 670.2 424.7 100.7 290.0 168.3 899.0 80.9 1.9 783.6 59.0 4163.0 HCP ' s.o 5.0 MCPA 0.3 6.9 5.4 45.8 663.3 727.6 18.2 162.0 66.0 1695.5 Metolaeblor 662.0 782.8 180.9 20.8 108.0 119.8 80.0 101.0 5.3 292.7 2353.3 Metribuzin 2395.5 975.3 1798.9 192.3 100.0 198.4 834.0 138.6 2.7 779.7 1.6 27.0 7443.1 
savtalaa 4.7 232.0 1.3 238.0 ~aptalaa & Dinoseb 204.0 432.5 44.5 22.1 157.4 860.5 
Oryzaltn 30.6 34.2 28.9 37.1 167.0 15.6 313.4 
Paraquat 54.1 0.7 50.0 0.3 49.6 154.6 
Pebulate 5.5 5.5 
Pendimetbalin 155.5 68.3 78.1 49.0 14.6 6.4 139.1 511.0 
Penou.Hn 45.0 45.0 
Phetmediphalll 2.0 4.7 Q.9 7.6 
Picloraa 0.4 0.3 2.4 O.J 91.5 11.5 3.1 109.5 
Profluralin 157.7 60.0 482.6 37.9 15.0 118.8 188.0 33.4 115.0 26.2 7.0 1241.6 
Pronalllide 2.2 0.7 l·O 5.9 
Propachlor 703.9 226.1 1619.7 3791.5 1217.7 742.0 1984.8 27.9 398.2 10711.8 
Propanil 22.8 22.8 
Propazine 857.6 9.1 866.7 
Propham 26.6 26.6 
Pyrazon 110.0 43.3 29.5 182.8 
Silvex 8.0 48.5 56.5 
S1maz1ne 316.9 312.0 46,1 98.8 240,4 1014.2 
Terbacil 1.0 1.0 
Terbutryn 659.8 22.0 681.8 
Triallate 510.0 1063.3 15 73.3 
Trichloracetic Acid 82.0 69.8 58.3 210.1 
2,4,5-T 0.4 o.s 1256.4 233.0 16.4 1506.7 
TrH1ura11n 5469.4 1552.9 3875.2 691.0 719.0 2255.2 2372.0 257.9 1487.3 751.5 83.2 23.0 19596.8 
Verno late 337.6 53.2 36.5 15.7 454.3 
C='-e.rs 0.5 23.3 35.5 50.3 11.3 120.9 
TOTALS 57058.4 28109.4 50957.2 21574.2 10658.5 27593.0 20738.0 18802.7 10044.0 20115.9 3414.6 9609,1 278675 • .0 
a/Includes multiple applications. 
~/Includes treatment of cotton in Missouri and potatoes in North Dakota. 
~ 
(.,;~ 
TABLE 42. 
HEltBIClD£11 lllinoia IndiQ& Iowa 
AlachlQr 6990.5 4825.8 8397 .o 
Alletl'Jil 4.0 
Aaino triamle 
~e 
AaUlaa 
Atradne 8954.7 5154.6 6336.0 
Barban 
BenefiD 1.5 
BenfluraliD 4.4 
Bentazon 358.9 366.5 334.8 
Bifeaox 28.4 5.8 76.0 
Bromo~ll 
ltutylate 4419.8 1017.6 3820.5 
Cb1ornben 1403.0 260.9 1026.0 
Cblorobrc.uroa. 6.2 25~7 
Cbloroxuron 1.2 
Ch1orprophaa 45.8 3.7 266.0 
Cyana&ine 1306.6 432.7 3955.5 
Cycloate 
2.4-D 2396.6 462.7 3691.4 
2.4-DB 83.1 17.4 439.2 
Dalapon 
Dea-dipbaa 
Dextrcme 11.6 
Diallate 
Dicamba 683.8 217.2 2766.7 
Diclofop 
Diethatyl 
Di.fenzoquat 
Dinitralline 5.4 4.2 22.8 
Dinoaeb 5.1 •16.1 
Diphenamid 
Diuron 
DNBP 
DSMA 
Endothall 
Summary for Acreage of Herbicide Usage by State and Herbicide 
Kansas Michinn Minnesota Missouri D/ Nebraska N. Dakota b/ Ohio 
(1000 Acres) 
705.7 1571.0 4456.0 4061.0 2434.5 150.2 3714.0 
0.8 
<0.5 
0.9 
16.0 
3541.0 2080.0 1404.5 2755.0 5352.1 61.9 2747 .s 
510.0 624.2 
3.0 1.8 7.4 
68.0 35.0 229.0 824.0 38.3 16.9 224.7 
22.6 71.0 14.1 
23.2 111.0 47.9 
290.3 353.0 540.0 197.0 564.0 2.7 497.3 
53.3 885.0 1056.0 193.0 97.6 39.0 810.8 
6.8 14.7 
4.2 
242.4 535.0 820.0 463.0 699.7 127.5 680.2 
11.0 6.0 1.4 
3502.3 355.0 3317.0 784.0 2123.0 9339.1 703.2 
33.6 
55.0 48.8 
16.0 30.7 4.6 
80.0 72.1 
218.3 144.0 1482.0 23.0 469.5 205.4 592.9 
1.7 
0.1 
66.9 
1.6 40.0 24.4 
20.5 19.7 
0.5 
1.8 18.0 
235.0 
34.0 
13.0 2.9 7.1 
S. Dakota Wisconsin 
861.0 1633.0 
7.5 3000.0 
3.5 
11.0 
24.1 229.0 
14.1 38.0 
23.3 443.0 
3097.8 228.0 
6.6 
180.1 83.0 
1.7 
Total 
39799.7 
4.8 
'('0.5 
0.9 
16.0 
41393.9 
1134.2 
17.2 
4.4 
2507.1 
217.9 
182.1 
11955.3 
5876.7 
53.4 
1.2 
319.7 
9728.9 
18.4 
30000.1 
513.3 
110.4 
51.3 
11.6 
152.1 
7065.9 
1.7 
0.1 
66,9 
98.4 
61.4 
2.2 
19.8 
235.0 
34.0 
23.0 
"'-! 
.j:>.. 
TAIL! 42. (continued) s-rr for Aereap of Herbicide Usage by State and Herbicide!/ 
HWIC llliraDis Indiana Iowa lCa.nsas H. Dakota!/ Ohio s. Dakota Wiacouill Total 
EPTC 112.0 163.0 471.0 267.0 76.0 490.4 73.8 60,0 1713.2 EPTC + l-25788 54.0 349.0 92.0 216.9 27.7 6.6 746.2 EtbofWI8ftte 4.0 4.0 
nvchtoralia 169.5 96.8 76.0 1.8 6.2 2.6 35.4 388.3 Fluo•turoo. 150.0 150.0 Clypbosate 1.3 9.2 15.2 5.5 37.0 9.2 20.9 98.3 
Ltnuroa 1287.1 976.3 478.: 92.9 377.0 198.0 1450.0 117.4 1.6 1136.1 79.0 6193.6 
MCP 22.0 22.0 
HCPA 1.5 21.0 15.3 112.5 1980.0 1827.7 40.5 441.0 132.0 4571.5 Metolachlor 316.7 410.3 81.0 12.8 67.0 68.0 44.0 67.3 4.9 163.9 1235.9 
'Matribudo. 5032.7 1702.6 3078.0 449.6 208.0 508.0 1909.0 385.9 12.7 1470.4 5.4 46.0 14808.3 
tiSMA 131.0 131.0 
lfaptalaa 4.7 174.0 1.6 180.3 Japta1aa + DiDDaeb 64.6 133.5 15.2 9.8 62.2 285.3 
Or,aalio. 34.3 ~33.5 15.2 50.8 153.0 17.5 304.3 
Paraquat 122.3 2.8 58.0 0.3 97.9 281.3 
Pabulate 1.2 0,6 1.8 
Pencl1.11etbalia 117.8 48.3 65.0 43.1 14.4 7.8 103.6 400.0 
Penoxa1la 39.0 39.0 
'Phaa.ediphaa 8.0 8.9 4.8 21.7 
P1c1oraa 0.1 0.9 0.6 89.5 374.2 12.4 30.9 508.6 
Profluralio. 160.9 58~3 478.8 48.4 26.0 132.0 143.0 56.5 147.0 27.2 6,0 1284.1 
'Proaaaicle 3.5 0.7 3.6 7.8 
Propac:hlol: 417.5 74.6 529.5 1112.7 615.0 350.0 1121.6 0.5 15.5 273.6 4520.5 
Propanil 18.0 18.0 
Propazine 651.5 11.4 662.9 
Prop baa 7.6 7.6 
Pyrazon 86.0 15.7 23.6 125.3 
Sllvex z.o 24.2 26.2 
S~do.e 301.4 247.1 38.4 48.9 184.3 820.1 
Terbac:il 1.2 <o.s 1.7 
TerbutYyn 381.3 16.0 397.3 
Trial late 510.0 1045.9 1555.9 
Trichloracetic Acid 71.0 23.7 23.9 118.6 
.b!..Sr-T- 8.2 1.3 719.8 175.0 1~ 
-
917_.2_ 
trtfl-tm - 5818.0 1462.5 4385.2 551.2 452.0 2247.0 2180.0 331.6 2052.4 717.7 117.1 27.0 20341.7 
Verno1ate 143.7 17.8 53.2 6.1 220.8 
vthera 27.0 101.2 369.0 328.2 99.1 295.5 1220.0 
TOTALS 40809.2 18321.9 40567.8 13246.2 7941.0 20693.5 17134.0 14576.3 17038.7 14336.7 5384.6 6020.8 216070.7 
a/Includes aultiple applications. 
~/Includes cotton. acreage in Missouri and potato acreage in North Dakota. 
-...1 
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TABLE 43. Summary of Insecticide Usage by State and Insecticide!/ 
-...J 
(]\ 
IHSEC'l'ICIDES Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri!!/ Nebraska N. Dakota£/ Ohio S. Dakota Wiac~sin Total 
(1000 1bs. Active Ingredient) 
Aeepbate 0.9 0.4 1.3 
Aldicarb 37.0 74.7 111.7 
Aldrin 0.8 0.8 
Alfa-tox!:/ 54.6 9.9 17.5 6.7 25.0 21.0 134.7 
J.dnphoa-.etby1 15.6 1.1 3.2 9.0 2.0 108.9 8.7 149.1 
BHC 6.6 6.6 
Bufencan 0.6 0.6 
Carbaryl 215.3 177.0 129.6 582.0 111.0 91.0 237.4 81.1 1624.4 
Cat'bofura 1676.8 1610.1 1380.6 525.4 549.0 642.0 528.0 1171.4 10.6 921.8 87.8 351.0 9454.5 
Carbopbenothion 0.6 3.6 4.2 
Chlordane 73.1 35.1 12.1 5.7 42.9 168.9 
Ch1orpydfoa 441.3 100.7 259.2 192.0 82.9 43.0 19.4 1138.5 
De•ton 1.0 1.0 
Diadnon 47.4 7.2 21.3 55.1 21.0 4.6 16.3 3.4 176.3 
Dillethoate 8.9 3.4 80.1 42.8 20.6 2.7 0.7 159.2 
Disu1fot01l 3.2 433.2 14.0 127.6 50.8 18.9 647.7 
Endosulfan . 24.9 24.9 
Endrln 0.5 0.4 0.9 
Ethion 23.9 . 23.9 
Etboprop 316.1 91.4 259.1 87.1 75.0 139.0 1:3.2 980.9 
Fenaulfothioll 1.1 5.3 6.4 
Fonofoa 2694.6 682.6 1992.2 323.5 684.0 640.3 74.0 1075.9 24.3 341.6 152.0 263.0 8948.0 
Hexachlorobenzene 0.5 2.0 2.5 
Heptachlor 3.8 16.9 251.7 93.0 9.5 374.9 
Lindane 7.4 0.3 2.8 10.5 
M&M£./ 70.1 18.5 2.1 90.7 
Malathion 9.6 19.4 73.1 91.0 51.0 200.8 66.9 4.2 30.0 546.0 
Methamidophoa 1.1 1.1 
Methidathion 0.9 13.7 4.0 8.0 22.2 3.0 28.0 79.8 
Methoayl 1.2 0.6 1.8 
Methoxychlor 62.3 1.4 0.2 2.0 37.7 103.6 
Methyl Parathion 0.2 4.2 15.0 18.2 38.0 1.0 12.7 89.3 
Hevinphoa · · 0.7 0.7 
Honoerotophos ---- _4_._7 ___ 4.7 
Oxydemeton-Methyl 0.2 86.0 0.5 
86.7-
Parathion 1.7 413.6 46.0 284.3 5.7 33.2 
784.5 
Phorate 767.0 75.9 1168.4 503.1 81.0 382.5 29.0 1113.9 58.3 50.8 121.0 627.0 
4977.9 
Phosmet 0.5 1.9 15.0 o.8 
18.2 
Phospl:wlidon 22.3 
22.3 
Propargite 172.2 
172.2 
Sulfoton u.o 
n.o 
Terbufos 2838.5 433.0 1799.2 330.8 94.0 581.8 172.0 1150.4 25.6 460.8 26.3 504.0 
8416.4 
Th1odan 3.4 
3.4 
Toxaphene 282.7 27.9 80.9 831.8 141.0 75.7 89.9 6.7 27.1 
1563.7 
'!'r1ch1orfou 1.2 1.4 0.5 
3.1 
Others 49.0 155.0 821.0 
1025 .o 
TOTALS 9579.0 3332.1 7230.4 4804.6 1542.0 2525.7 2389.0 5723.5 508.2 2215.2 476.7 
1828.1 42154.5 
a/Includes aultiple application. ~/Includes inSecticides applied to cotton in Missouri and potatoes in North Dakota. 
-
'Some states preferred reporting the pesticide as the combination product while other repo,ted Alfa-tox as the separate diazinon and methoxychlor 
c011stituenta and M & K as malathion and methoxychlor. 
'tABLE 44. Suaury of Acreaga Treated with Inaectic!.i~s by State and Insecticide!/ 
IHSECTICID!S tlliDois Indiana Iowa tcs.nsas Mich1san Minneaota Missouri!!/ Nebraska N. Dakota:!!/ Ohio S. Dakota Wisconsin Total 
(1000 Acres) 
. -":. 
Aeephate 0.9 0.1 1.0 Aldie arb 37.0 31.3 68.3 Aldrin 0.6 0.6 Alfa-tox 7.4 29.2 28.7 65.3 A~:inpboa-.th)'l · 20.8 2.7 4.2 23.0 3.0 72.8 13.7 140.2 IHC 8.7 8.7 Bufencnb 0.4 0.4 Carbaryl : 237.1 164.8 98.8 270.0 100.0 71.0 301.0 4.6 64.9 1312.2 Carkfurau :'" ' · 1726.9 1565.0 1571.8 574.7 560.0 738.0 529.0 1435.4 12.4 963.4 109.7 413.0 10199.3 Carbopbeaotbioia 1.2 3.6 4.8 Chlordaae ·- - n.s 18.2 '12.1 4.9 22.5 89.2 -Chlorpnifoa 
~ 
391.5 81.2 260.0 4.8 130.0 ' 57.5 42.2 17.6 984.8 De• ton . 
. . .  4.1 4.1 DJ.a&iaoa .._ ;;:.- 112.3 17.6 39.0 47.5 17.5 2.5 39.9 23.8 300.1 DibrOII ~· ~ 0.4 0.4 Dl•tboate 12.3 4.3 120.5 92.6 23.5 9.1 1.3 263.6 Diaulfotoa 13.1 3.9 449.4 128.9 21.3 17.1 633.7 Endoaulfaa 15.0 11.1 26.1 !ndda ;;:. ~ . 4.6 1.2 5.8 
!PH 69.0 69.0 !thf.on 23.9 23.9 Etboprop 168.4 87.9 321.9 105.0 93.0 152.7 1.4 14.7 945.0 
Fenaulfothiaa 1.1 6.4 7.5 Fonofoa 2200.3 620.5 1862.4 323.5 I 575.0 568.0 140.0 1250.8 17.7 335.9 138.2 289.0 8321.3 Hexacblorobeazene 848.s£. 49.5 5.5 903.8 
Heptachlor 2.7 3.8 30.4 1301.#/ 58.5 
932.#-1 
17.5 1414.2 Lind~ae 287.S:.' 71.8 1291.7 
M&M 88.7 8.2 26.0 122.9 
Halatbioa ' 15.2 15.6 5.5 70.5 21.0 194.7 6.3 40.3 4.2 25.0 398.3 
Metlwddopboa 0.7 0.7 
MettiUatbf.on 3.8 i6.5 7.9 16.0 9.9 34.4 6.1 40.0 134.6 
Metbo8Jl 2.6 2.0 4.6 
Metboxychlor 17.9 8.1 3.3 4.0 18.6 10.5 62.4 
Ketbyl Pa~athion 4.5 6.7 20.2 37.2 67.0 18.7 26.7 181.0 
Kevf.npboa 0~9- 0.9 
Monocrotopboa 15.1 15.1 
Oxydemeton-Ketbyl 1.0 153.9 2.6 157.5 
Parathion 1.7 470.2 32.0 440.9 2.6 9.2 76.6 1033.2 
Pborate 701.1 60.2 1141.7 483.6 67.0 340.0 36.0 964.0 30.6 48.8 123.2 615.0 4611.2 
Pboamet 1.0 1.9 17.0 0.8 20.7 
l'hoapnaaidon 9.1 9.1 
Propargf.te 110.9 110.9 
Sulfoton 7 .o 7.0 
'l'erbufoa 2512.0 376.5 1763.9 330.8 82.0 478.0 176.() 954.4 24.6 407.8 26.3 450.0 7582.3 
Tbiodan 6.7 6.7 
'l'oxapbene 86.2 24.3 33.1 234.7 16.0 71.0 65.0 44.7 65.1 7.3 17.5 664.9 
Trichlorfon 1.5 1.3 16.0 0.2 0.8 19.8 
Others 62.4 630.4 205.0 657;0 236.8 4.9 107.5 1904.0 
TO'l'ALS 83S2.S 3110.2 7258.8 6879.7 1423.0 2557.0 2138.5 6273.1 1349.8 2286.6 636.0 1867.6 44132.8 
-....] 
-..J 
gf!~~!~~ea multiple application. 
b/Inc1udea insecticide application to cotton in Missouri and potatoes in North Dakota. 
~/Includes acreage beiDa planted with seed treated with the respective pesticides. 
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TABLE 45. Summary of Fungicide and Other Chemical Usag~/.~/ 
CHEMICAL 
A. FUNGICIDES 
Benomyl 
Captafol 
Car box in 
Capt an 
Chlorothalonil 
Copper Hydroxide 
Hexachlorobenzene£1 
Mancozeb 
Maneb 
Mercury 
Terrazole 
Thiabendazole 
Thiram 
Triphenyltin Hydroxide 
Zineb 
Others 
TOTALS 
B. OTHER CHEMICALS 
ACRES TREATED 
(1000 Acres) 
31.0 
5.od/ 
1298.4~"; 
851.2-
4.2 
2.9d/ 
891.5=-
45.9d/ 
1598.7'!/ 
117.~/ 
140.1-
25.6 
185.5 
8.1 
3.0 
451.5 
QUANTITY APPLIED 
{1000 pounds Active Ingredient) 
14.1 
11.7 
11.7 
14.9 
3.2 
e/ 
2.8 
188.3 
148.9 
14.2 
e/ 
13.4 
13.2 
1.4 
e/ 
82.4 
52o.zi1 
4-AP 16.0 0.1 
Maleic Hydrazide 7.6 28.0 
Methiocarb I 0.5 0.1 
Paraquat (Desiccant)A 48.7 41.8 
Sodium Chlorate (oesiccant~)~-----------~0~-~8~------------------------~5~.1~-------------
TOTALS 73.6 75.1 
~/See Tables 1 and 2 for cropland and pastureland acreages treated with fungicides and 
other chemicals. 
b/Includes multiple applications. 
c/Data also entered in summary table for insecticides. 
~/Acreage is primarily that planted with treated seed with the majority of the percentage 
not reporting quantities of fungicides used. 
~/Quantity too small to be reported. 
f/Part of the total acreage as indicated in noted/is included in the reporting of 
- 5.998,000 acres that were treated for which no quantities of pesticides were reported 
and contributed to a grand total of 7,182,100 acres treated with fungicides and other 
chem~cals calculated from all available data in the individual state survey bulletins. 
As indicateQ in note d/ the acreage for the majority of chemical usage consisted primarily 
of that planted with treated seed rather than soil or stand crop application. 
A/Data also entered in summary table far herbicides. 
TABLE 46. Percent of Farm Operators Reporting Use of 
Protective Clothing or Equipment When Handling or Applying Pesticides 
Spray Suit 
Other Protective Rubber Gloves Protective Cab 
State Res:eirator Clothing and Boots Goggles on Tractor 
(Percent) 
Illinois 13 24 53 32 28 
Indiana 12 7 39 22 27 
Iowa a/ 
Kan$aS 16 8 40 26 28 
M~chigan!./ 
Minnesota 14 8 52 30 46 
Missouri 17 11 46 25 18 
Nebraska a/ 
Ohio 16 10 42 23 17 
North Dakota 16 14 64 27 27 
South Dakota 10 4 37 10 30 
Wisconsin 19 14 51 26 13 
TOTALr}!._/ 16 12 46 24 23 
a/Data not available. 
b/Calculations based upon data from states reporting. 
-.....! 
~ 
TABLE 47. Percent of Farm Operators Reporting the Followin~: 
Potential Water 
Certified Contamination 
Applicator Requires Special 
State on Farm Attention Uses Irrigation 
(Percent) 
Illinoisal 
Indiana 60 6 2 
Iowa 60 !_I ~I 
' Kansas 54 6 21 
Michigan Fj;_l 
Minnesota 38 1 3 
Missouri 56 5 4 
Nebraska 70 ~I ~I 
Ohio 66 5 2 
North Dakota 68 5 3 
South Dakota 44 f!_/ f!_/ 
Wisconsin 55 4 3 
TOTALrf:_/ 57 5 3 
a/Data not available. 
E/Calculations based upon data from states reporting. 
Apply Pesticides 
Through Irrigation 
0 
~I 
2 
0 
5 
a/ 
0 
5 
e._ I 
2 
2 
00 
0 
TABLE 48. Method of Disposing of Pesticide Containers Used on Farms 
Percent of Farmers Reporting by Method of Disposal~/ 
Hauled to 
Reused Burned Buried Landfill 
State on Farm on Farm on Farm or Dump Other 
I (Percent) 
Ulinoia !./ 30 13 21 Js!/ 
Iadiana 2 36 23 23 16 
Iowa 1 22 12 26 39 
Kansas 3 40 46 6 4 
Michigan!/ 
Hl.nnesot~/ 3 43 33 36 17£1 
Missouri ;, 46 41 !_1 pj:.l 
Nebraska 5 !_/ 41 24 30 
Ohio 2 45 26 36 13 
N. Dakota 7 12 57£1 !_I 24£./ 
S. Dakota 2 22 21 55 !_I 
Wisconsin 2 46 31 a/ 21 
TOTAL sf/ 3 35 33 26 19 
a/Question not asked. 
b/1979 Survey results instead of 1978. 
~/lnclddes buried in landfill. 
d/Includes container rendered non usable by puncturing; those returned to the dealer/manufacturer for 
-recycling. etc.; and all other means of disposal. 
e/Percentage reported for each state may total more than 100 because farmers may have utilized more than 
- one method for disposal. 
f/Calculations based upon data from states reporting. 
00 
1-' 
TABLE 49. Types of Nozzles Used in Spraying 00 N 
Percent of Farmers Reporting By Type of Nozzle~/ 
Flood Jet 
Even Regular Solid Hollow or Flooding 
State Flat Fan Flat Fan Cone Cone Fan Other 
(Percent) 
a/ Illinois-
Indiana 17 34 4 15 27 3 
a/ Iowa-
a/ Kansas-
a/ Michigan-
a/ Minnesota-
Missouri -- 89 2 -- 4 5 
a/ Nebraska-
Ohio 14 44 2 7 33 
North Dakota -- 71 23 15 
a/ South Dakota-
Wisconsin 1 8 49 3 39 
TOTAL#_/ 7 45 8 10 
26 1 
a/Data not available. 
b/Some farmers reported using more than one type of nozzle. 
~fCalculat~ons based upon data from states reporting. 
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·APPENDIX I 
l'lZ8 .OHIO PESTICIDE USE SURVEY 
O.ar Reporter: 
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T~ use of pesticides is of .. jor 1mportance i• -adem 1grfculture 1nd tt ts essentt1l thlt those which a~e necessary 
for ~t effective crop production continue to be 1vailable when .tnd where needed. This can be done only by provid-
ing 1nfonr~~tton in defense of thetr use. This survey wtll help provide suctl ans~rs by irnticating which pesticides 
are uud; on what crops; 1nd in wh.tt qu.~nt1ties IS ~n u procedures of appliutton. 
Your cooperation by ans~ring the following questions is f~ort.tnt in ~•suring the importAnce of pesticide$ to agri-
culture in Ohio. Your reply is kept confidential lnd used only to obtain 1rea, State, or regional totals. 
JW.sPf,"ctfully, 
Ab~ "§.~~~ Director, 
Agricul tur•l Stat istf.ciil:ll .. fn 0.."91 Agricultur-al lndustry 
RePORT fOR TME FARM YOU OPERATE (Jnclucle land rented from others) 
1978 CROP 
Whtlt 
f~her Slnlll lira1ns, 
110its B1rle-v RyeJ 
Alfalf• Hay 
Tob•cco 
Putul"f.' 
Other' Crops (Specffy)_ 
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t.and Not RePOrted Abov~ 
TOTAL ACR[S OPEIATIO 
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Pltn'tecl Weed Contl'O l · (Herbicides) 
How 14&ny Acres Were Truted For • 
lnsett' Control 
( Jnncticides) 
Other Control 
Disease I:Qntrol (D!folients, ""'9Ull 
(Fungicides) tors, etc,) 
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1. Pl••'t refer tot~ enclo'Pd ltst for n•~• of prlttcldes used. 
l. If .orr than on~ rate of appltcatton ~as ured for 1 ch~ltal, report each rate on 1 separate lint 
3. If two or .orr chrNicals wrre applied tn comb1nat1on (durtnp one application), report each c~lcal on a separate 
Hne. 
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04 · OTHER SMAll GRAINS (specify) • Insecticides, Herbicides, and Other Chemicals 
Chemical 
::!5 AlFAlfA HAY - Insecticides, Herbicides, and Other Chemicals 
OTHER HAY Insecticide~. Herbicides, and Other Chemicals 
J7j PASTURE - Jnsettic:ides, HPrbicides, and Other Chemicals 
TOBACCO- Insecticides, Herbicides, and Othl.'r.Chemicals 
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TarJtt 
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(l!J 
1. w,$ ~~Y of the following protecttwe clothfnt or equt~nt 
used when handling or applying Ptlt1ctdes thts year? 
Please tndtcate with checks. (~) 
a. Respirator ............................. . 
b. Spray suit or other protective clothing 
c. Rubber glolles and boots ••••••••••.•••••• 
-· toggles .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0 
D 
0 
0 
•• Protective cab on tractor •••••••••••••• ~ 
Lht ch•tcab 
Sf''" 
Yes 2. A,.. you or any person on your fe,.. a certtfieod applicator (that ts a 
holder of 1 certification penatt)1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• D 
3. Js the potential contamination of streams. ponds, likes or ground 
water 1 problem requiring special 1ttentton on your flna? ••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Do you usr irrigation in your production of crops? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Jf yes. do you apply pesticides to crops by introducing the 
chemical into the irr1gation system? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~- What type(s) of nozzles was (were) used in spraying •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(Exa~les: [lltn flat fan. regular flat fan. flood jet, solid cone. 
hollow cone). 
6. What was done w1th the empty pesticide containers? 
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0 Bun~td on fann o &ned for otlter purposes ................. (Specify) _______ _ 
D 
COttiEHTS: 
Bur ted 
on fann 0 Other fjunll. ulvage. etc.) ............. (Specify) ______ _ 
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~~ 
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Date. _______ _ 
APPENDIX II 
Glossary of Pesticides by Common and Trade Names 
COMMON NAME 
Alachlor 
Ametryn 
Amino triazole 
Ammonium sulfamate 
Asulam 
Atrazine 
Bar ban 
Benfluralin 
Bentazon 
Bifenox 
Bromoxynil 
Butylate 
Chloramben 
Chlorbromuron 
Chlorpropham 
Chloroxuron 
Cyanazine 
Cycloate 
2,4-D 
2,4-DB 
Dalapon 
Desmedipham 
Diallate 
Dicamba 
Diclofop 
Diethatyl-ethyl 
Difenzoquat 
Dinitramine 
Dinoseb 
Diphenamid 
Diuron 
DSMA 
Endothall 
EPTC 
Ethofumesate 
Fluchloralin 
Fluometuron 
Glyphosate 
Linuron 
MCPA 
MSMA 
Meto1acblor 
Metribuzin 
FAMILIAR TRADE NAMEa/ 
LASSO 
EVIK 
AMITROLE 
AMMATE 
ASULOX 
AATREX, ATRAZINE 
CARBYNE 
BALAN, BENEFIN 
BASAGRAN 
MOD OWN 
BROMOXYNIL 
SUTAN + 
AMI BEN 
MALORAN, BROMEX 
CHLORO IPC, FURLOE 
TENORAN, NOREX 
BLADEX 
RO-NEET 
Several Names 
BUTOXONE, BUTYRAC 
BASFAPON, DOWPON 
BETANEX 
AVADEX 
BANVEL 
BOELON 
ANT OR 
AVENGE 
COB EX 
PREMERGE 3, DINITRO, DNBP 
EN IDE 
KARMEX 
ANSAR, WEED-E-RAD 
AQUATBOL, DES-I-CATE, H-273 
EPTAM, ERADICANE 
NORTRON 
BASAL IN 
COTORAN 
ROUNDUP 
LOR OX 
BRONATE, CHIPTOX, RRONOX, RROMENE 
MESAMATE, ANSAR, DACONATE 
DUAL 
LEXONE, SENCOR 
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COMMON NAME 
Nap tal am 
Naptalam & dinoseb 
Oryzalin 
Paraquat 
Pebulate 
Pendimethalin 
Phenmedipham 
Pic lor am 
Profluralin 
Pronamide 
Propachlor 
Propanil 
Propazine 
Prop ham 
Pyrazon 
Silvex 
Simazine 
2,4,5-T 
Terbacil 
Terbutryn 
Triallate 
Trichloracetic acid 
Trifluralin 
Vernolate 
Acephate 
Aldicarb 
Aldrin 
Azinphos-methyl 
BHC 
Bufencarb 
Carbaryl 
Carbofuran 
Carbophenothion 
Chlordane 
Chlorpyrifos 
Demeton 
Diazinon 
Diazinon + methoxychlor 
Dimethoate 
Disulfoton 
Endosulfan 
Endr!n 
EPN 
Ethion 
Ethoprop 
FAMILIAR TRADE NAM#:-/ 
ALANAP 
DYANAP 
SURFLAN 
ORTHO PARAQUAT CL 
TIL LAM 
PROWL 
BETANAL 
TORDON 
TOLBAN 
KERB 
RAMROD, BEXTON 
VERTAC, STAM, PROPANIL 
MILLOGARD 
IPC, CHEMHOE 
PYRAMIN 
DED-WEED, WEED-B-GONE, 2,4,5-TP 
PRINCEP 
Several Names 
SINBAR 
I GRAN 
FAR-GO 
SODIUM TCA 
TREFLAN 
VERN AM 
INSECTICIDES 
ORTHENE 
TEMIK 
ALDRIN 
GUTHION 
ISOTOX, HEXACHLOR 
BUX 
SEVIN 
FURADAN 
TRITHION 
CHLORDANE 
LORSBAN 
SYSTOX 
SPECTRACIDE, DIAZINON 
ALFA-TOX 
CYGON 
DI-SYS'!'ON 
THIODAN 
END REX 
MOCAP 
COMMON NAME 
Fensulfothion 
Fonofos 
Heptachlor 
Lindane 
Malathion 
Methidathion 
Methamidophos 
Methomyl 
Methoxychlor 
Methyl parathion 
Mevinphos 
Monocrotophos 
Naled 
Oxydemeton-methyl 
Parathion 
Phorate 
Phosmet 
Phosphamidon 
Propargite 
Terbufos 
Toxaphene 
Trichlorfon 
Benomyl 
Captafol 
Carboxin 
Cap tan 
Chlorothalonil 
Copper hydroxide 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Hexachlorophene 
Ma.ncozeb 
Ma.neb 
Maneb + captan 
Mist-0-Ma.tic 
Res-Q 100 
Terrazole 
Thiabendazole 
Thiram 
Zineb 
FAMILIAR TRADE NAM.Ea/ 
INSECTICIDES 
DASANIT 
DYFONATE 
HEPTACHLOR 
LINDANE 
CYTHION 
SUPRACIDE 
MONITOR 
LANNATE, NUDRIN 
MARLATE 
METHYL PARATHION, PENNCAP M 
PHOSDRIN 
AZODRIN 
BROMEX, DIBROM 
METASYSTOX R 
PARATHION, PHOSKILL, NIRAN, 
THIOPHOS, PENNCAP E, Others 
THIMET 
IM!DAN 
DIMECRON 
OMITE 
COUNTER 
TOXAPHENE 
DYLOX, PROXOL 
FUNGICIDES 
BENLATE 
DIFOLATAN 
VITA VAX 
CAP TAN 
BRAVO 
KOCIDE 
HCB 
ISOBAC 
DITHANE M-45, MANZATE 
DITHANE 
GRANO X 
Seed dressing machine 
MANEB, CAPTAN, HCB comb 
TRUBAN, TERRAZOLE, TERRA-COAT 
MERTECT 
ARASAN, others 
DITHANE, ZINEB, PARZATE, others 
89 
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COMMON NAME 
4-AP 
Maleic ~ydrazide 
Methiocarb 
Paraquat 
FAMILIAR TRADE NAME~./ 
OTHER PESTICIDES 
AVITROL 
:ml-30 
MESUROL 
PARAQUAT CL 
a/This cross reference is pr~sented as a convenience to the reader and is not 
- a complete list nor any endorsement of the particular trade name for the pesticide 
chemical. Trade names listed are those most commonly indicated by the farmers 
who returned the questionnaires. MOst tables and ~eferences in the publication 
utilize common names for pesticide chemicals. 
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Oh1o's major sot! types and cl1mat1c 
conditions are represented at the Re-
search Center's 12 locat1ons 
Research 1s co11ducted by 15 depart-
ments on more them 7000 acres at Center 
headquarters in Wooster, etght branches, 
Pome.rene Fo(eSt Lqbotatory, North Appa-
lachian Experimental Watershed, and 
The Ohto State Unrversity. 
Center HeodQI)orters, Wooster, Wayne 
Qpunty; 1 9$~ aoras 
Q:$ferr'll ~i~E;> urce Development Cen-
, ~:' ~1~ I, Nbl:>l~ County: 2053 
Q{Q!~, 
.JcickSQI!iil'<j ts<rtrndl, Jackson, Jackson Coun-
\y.~ $Q,~a-~ 
Mqbq!ilqi!.,PP,Yflt>' Form, Gdnfie,fd: 275 
(1~ 
Muck Crops Branch, Willard, Huron Coun· 
ty: 15 acres 
North Appalach1an Expenmental Water-
shed, Coshocton, Coshocton County: 
1 047 acres (Cooperative w1th Sc;1ence 
and Educat1on Admrnistration/Agri-
cultural Research, U. S. Dept. of Agri-
culture) 
Northwestern Branch, Hoytville, Wood 
County: 247 acres 
Pomerene Forest laboratory, Coshocton 
County: 227 acres 
Southern arahch, R1pley, Brown County: 
275 acres 
Vegetable Crops Branch, Fremont, Son-
,dusky County: 1 05 acres 
Western Branch, South Charle$ton, Clark 
County: 428 acres 
